Photo 1

Westness shore looking south from the groyne

Photo 2

Westness shore looking north from the groyne

Photo 3

The groyne at the centre of the Westness shore

Photo 4

An otter (Lutra lutra) returning to shore just to the
north of the groyne
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Photo 5

Northern

shore

looking

southward

towards

the

Photo 6

proposed landing point

Photo 7

Fucoid seaweeds on mixed substrate on the northern
shore

View from the top of the rock outcrop looking south

Photo 8

Example of breadcrumb sponge (Halichondria panicea)
found under Fucus serratus on the lower shore
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Phase 1 Intertidal Survey Report

1 INTRODUCTION
Aquatera has been commissioned to carry out a Phase 1 intertidal survey of the Sand of Heatherhouse in Tankerness on
the east mainland of Orkney (Figure 1.1). The area has been identified as a suitable location for the onshore landfall
and onward connection for fibre optic cables as part of network improvements to connect a number of Orkney islands.
The objectives of the survey were to:

•
•
•

Identify and map biotopes present within the survey area;
Identify and map the presence of any rare or protected species within the study area; and
Provide target notes to describe key features of the shore

The survey was carried out by an experienced marine biologist and was accompanied by a second biologist to assist with
species identification and recording of notes.
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Figure 1.1

Location of the Tankerness survey site (© Crown copyright and database rights 2021 OS 0100040827)
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2 PHASE 1 INTERTIDAL SURVEY
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The survey took place on 10 June 2021, during low spring tides. The survey took place either side of low tide. Table
2.1 below outlines the survey conditions.
Table 2.1

Survey details

Date

10th June 2021

Time at start

16:00

Time at finish

19:00

Low tide (hours)

17:30 BST

Tide height (m)

0.8

Lowest Astronomical Tide (m)

-0.1

Mean Low Water Springs (m)

0.6

Type of access

Foot

Sea condition

Calm

Weather condition

Good – very little wind and overcast

2.2 METHODOLOGY
2.2.1

Phase 1 survey method

The survey was carried out on foot using a variety of survey techniques that are described in the Countryside Council
for Wales (CCW) report ‘Handbook for Marine Intertidal Phase 1 Biotope Mapping Survey’ (Wyn et al., 2000) and the
‘Marine Nature Conservation Review Rationale and Methods’ (Hiscock, 1996).
Prior to commencing the survey in the field, a wireframe map (a basic outline drawing of obvious features and/or changes
in habitat was produced to aid with the recording of biotopes.
Areas of sediment were dug and sampled at various intervals at the upper mid shore, mid shore, and lower shore. All
samples were filtered through a 5 mm and 0.5 mm sieve. For both the sediment and rock areas, target notes and
photographs were taken when there was a change in biotope type or zonation. An iPhone 12 along with the ArcGIS app
“Field Maps” was used to mark target points and tracks. All information was digitised to GIS using ArcMap 10, post
survey. Maps were created using the guidance laid out in the CCW methodology.
Biotopes were assigned and described with reference to The Marine Habitat Classification for Britain and Ireland (v04.05)
(Connor et al., 2004) and the Joint Nature Conservation Committee (JNCC) website’s online search facility.
All species names were taken from The Marine Life Information Network (MarLIN) and the Algaebase website for certain
species of seaweed which were not listed on the MarLIN site.
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2.2.2

Survey area

The proposed survey area comprised a 500 m corridor centred on the proposed cable landfall and extended from the
splash zone down to the Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT) (Figure 2.1)
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Figure 2.1

Survey area and proposed cable route (© Crown copyright and database rights 2021 OS 0100040827)
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2.2.3

Limitations of survey

Due to the timing of the survey, only one low tide window was available on the day during daylight hours. However, it
was possible to cover the entire survey area during the single survey period.

2.3 SURVEY FINDINGS
2.3.1

Site description

The proposed landfall location at Sand of Heatherhouse, Tankerness, is located below Heatherhouse Farm. The aspect
of the shore is north-northwest facing and is defined by a central sandy beach flanked by seaweed covered bedrock to
the east and west. The bedrock to the east of the beach is predominantly stepped with short ledges of rock, with
classical rocky shore zonation of lichens at the top of the shore in the splash zone, moving down through channelled
wrack (Pelvetia canaliculata), spiral wrack (Fucus spiralis), bladder wrack (Fucus vesiculosus) and finally serrated wrack
(Fucus serratus) at low water. The bedrock to the west is characterised by more sloping features and is slightly more
sheltered, evident by the greater abundance of knotted wrack (Ascophyllum nodosum) mixed in with the bladder wrack.
As well as the more gently sloping aspect of the shore here, the zonation is less uniform from the top of the shore to
the lower shore. Differing heights of bedrock outcrops throughout the shore allow for a mosaic of habitats between the
lichen zone and the Fucus serratus zone. The sandy beach is predominantly of a fine to moderately coarse grade with
a finer, more evenly mixed sediment found to the east of the beach. Moving west along the beach, the sediment
becomes more poorly sorted, with a greater abundance of coarse shell sand and stones on the surface. The beach itself
is backed by a small dune system, with the rocky shores at either end being backed by small eroding cliffs. Some
artificial sea defences are present in proximity to the farm buildings.

2.3.2

Biotopes

A summary of biotopes recorded within the survey area is provided in Table 2.2, and a map of lifeforms is shown in
Figure 2.2.
Table 2.2

List of Biotopes found within the survey area

Biotope code

LR.FLR.Lic.YG

Biotope
description

Occurrence on site

Typical species on site

Yellow and grey
lichens on
supralittoral rock

Splash zone above the eastern rocky
shore section

Caloplaca marina
Ramalina siliquosa
Verrucaria maura
Grey lichens

LR.FLR.Lic.Ver

Verrucaria maura
on littoral fringe
rock

Both eastern and western bedrock
above the seaweeds and below the
barren cobbles.

Verrucaria maura

LR.MLR.BF.FspiB

Fucus spiralis on
exposed to
moderately exposed
upper eulittoral rock

Present in a very thin band between
the Pelvetia canaliculata zone and the
Fucus spiralis zone on the eastern
rocky shore. On the western rocky
shore is present throughout the mid
to upper shore, wherever the
elevation is higher than the
surrounding shore.

Actinia equina
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Semibalanus balanoides
Patella vulgata
Ulva spp.
Verrucaria maura
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Biotope code

LR.MLR.BF.FvesB

Biotope
description

Occurrence on site

Typical species on site

Fucus vesiculosus
and barnacle
mosaics on
moderately exposed
mid eulittoral rock

Occurs as a distinct band on the
eastern rocky shore, between the
Fucus spiralis zone and the Fucus
serratus zone. On the western shore,
it forms a wide band above the Fucus
serratus zone and is interspersed with
patches of Fucus serratus and
Verrucaria maura coated bedrock.

Halichondria panicea
Actinia equina
Semibalanus balanoides
Patella vulgata
Littorina obtusata
Ascophyllum nodosum
Fucus vesiculosus
Ulva spp.
Cladophora rupestris

LR.MLR.BF.Fser

Fucus serratus on
moderately exposed
lower eulittoral rock

Forms a broad band below the Fucus
serratus zone on both sides of the
beach.

Halichondria panicea
Actinia equina
Spirorbidae
Patella vulgata
Littorina obtusata
Nucella lapillus
Chondrus crispus
Mastocarpus stellatus
Osmundea pinnatifida
Fucus serratus
Ulva spp.

LR.LLR.F.Pel

Pelvetia canaliculata
on sheltered littoral
fringe rock

Occurs on areas of the upper shore
where there is stable bedrock
outcrops or flatforms, rather than
more mobile cobbles and boulders.

Pelvetia canaliculata

LR.FLR.Eph.Ent

Enteromorpha spp.
(now Ulva spp.) on
freshwater
influenced and/or
unstable upper
eulittoral rock

Occurs interspersed in small patches
at the upper shore of the rocky sides
of the survey area, and on the fringes
of sand scoured rocks emergent from
the sediment beach. A small area is
also found on the western side of the
sandy beach where it is influenced by
the freshwater run off from the burn
above.

Ulva spp.

LS.LSa.MoSa.BarSa

Barren littoral
coarse sand

Sediment on the upper shore of the
sandy beach that dries between tides.
Also found as a fin covering over
bedrock on the upper reaches of the
western rocky shore.

None

LS.LSa.FiSa.Po

Polychaetes in
littoral fine sand

Mid to lower shore of the sandy beach
where the sand does not dry between
tides.

Malacoceros fuliginosus
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Arenicola marina
Macomangulus tenuis
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Biotope code

LR.FLR.Rkp.FK

LR.FLR.Rkp.G

Biotope
description

Occurrence on site

Typical species on site

Fucoids and kelps in
deep eulittoral
rockpools

Several small scattered rockpools on
the western rocky shore and one
large Fucus serratus dominated
rockpool on the eastern rocky shore

Actinia equina

Scattered on the upper shore in both
sides. Too small to map.

Patella vulgata

Green seaweeds
(Ulva spp. and
Cladophora spp.) in
shallow upper shore
rockpools

8

Littorina littorea
Halidrys siliquosa
Fucus serratus

Ulva spp.
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Figure 2.2

Lifeform map of the Sand of Heatherhouse intertidal zone (© Crown copyright and database rights 2021 OS 0100040827)
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2.3.3

Target notes

Table 2.3

Target notes

Target
note
No.

Description

Photograph

T1

Large Fucus serratus dominated sand scoured rock pool

T2

Freshwater run off from burn

T3

Ulva spp. below burn exit, LR.FLR.Eph.Ent
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Target
note
No.

Description

Photograph

T4

Rock outcrop with Verrucaria maura, Pelvetia
canaliculata, Fucus spiralis, and Ascophyllum nodosum

T5

Higher rocks lower down the shore with Verrucaria
maura, Pelvetia canaliculata, and Fucus spiralis

T6

Elevated rock with abundant Fucus spiralis

T7

Broad band of Fucus vesiculosus and Ascophyllum
nodosum interspersed with mosaics of upper shore
biotopes (Verrucaria maura, Pelvetia canaliculata, Fucus
serratus, and Fucus spiralis
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Target
note
No.

Description

Photograph

T8

Strip of sediment in depression in bedrock bounded by
sand scoured Fucus vesiculosus and Fucus serratus

T9

Test dig 1 – well sorted medium grained sand with no
anoxic layer, with evidence of numerous polychaetes

T10

Test dig 2 – Similar to dig 1 but with fewer infauna

T11

Test dig 3 – Dry barren sand
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Target
note
No.

Description

T12

Test dig 4 – Similar to dig 1, but with slightly coarser
less well sorted sediment

T13

Test dig 5 – Similar to dig 4 with fewer infauna

T14

Test dig 6 – Dry barren sand

T15

Test dig 7 – As test dig 2 but less well sorted and more
large stones, meaning reduction in number of
polychaetes

T16

Test dig 8 – Same as dig 7

T17

Dry barren sand

2.3.4

Photograph

Importance of Biotope types

There were no biotopes of conservation importance found within the study area. The dog whelk (Nucella lapillus) is an
OSPAR species and was found occasionally on the intertidal rock. However, the dog whelk is a common species in the
UK and is not protected under any other piece of legislation. No UK BAP priority marine species were recorded.

2.4 DISCUSSION
From a biological perspective, there are no reasons that would prevent the landing of a cable at the proposed location,
or anywhere within the survey area. The proposed BMH would take the cable through sand on the eastern side of the
bay, away from the artificial defences below the farm building and also away from a potential source of sediment erosion
in the form of the burn run off. The sand at this location is slightly finer and better sorted than sand further west.
Although there is some polychaete presence in the test digs here, the numbers are not abundant, probably due to the
moderately coarse nature of the sand.
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2.5 RECOMMENDATIONS
A further Phase 2 intertidal survey is not required at this site and the chosen route should avoid having to cross any
exposed bedrock. The features on the beach here give the impression of a more stable sediment presence year-round,
with less likelihood of erosion and accretion of sand throughout the year.
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2.7 PHOTOGRAPHS
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Photo 1

Eastern rocky shore looking west

Photo 2

Upper shore bedrock with covering of Fucus spiralis

Photo 3

Example of the stepped nature of the eastern shore

Photo 4

Emergent bedrock at east end of bay
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Photo 5

Yellow and grey lichens on splash zone rocks

Photo 6

Sand of Heatherhouse looking east

Photo 7

Fucus vesiculosus and Ascophyllum nodosum

Photo 8

Beadlet anemone (Actinia equina)
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Photo 9

Farm buildings and artificial sea defences
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Phase 1 Intertidal Survey Report

INTRODUCTION
Aquatera has been commissioned to carry out a Phase 1 intertidal survey of the shore at the Bay of Sandgarth in
Shapinsay, Orkney (Figure 1.1). The area has been identified as a suitable location for the onshore landfall and onward
connection for fibre optic cables as part of network improvements to connect a number of Orkney islands.
The objectives of the survey were to:

•
•
•

Identify and map biotopes present within the survey area;
Identify and map the presence of any rare or protected species within the study area; and
Provide target notes to describe key features of the shore

The survey was carried out by Duncan Clarke of Aquatera Ltd, an experienced marine biologist accompanied by a second
biologist to assist with species identification and recording of notes.
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Figure 1.1

Location of the Bay of Sandgarth, Shapinsay survey site (© Crown copyright and database rights 2021 OS 0100040827)
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PHASE 1 INTERTIDAL SURVEY
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The survey took place on 24 July 2021, during low spring tides. The survey took place either side of low tide. Table 2.1
below outlines the survey conditions.
Table 2.1

Survey details

Date

24 July 2021

Time at start

16:10

Time at finish

18:30

Low tide (hours)

17:32 BST

Tide height (m)

0.7

Lowest Astronomical Tide (m)

-0.1

Mean Low Water Springs (m)

0.6

Type of access

Foot

Sea condition

Calm

Weather condition

Good – sunny and still

2.2 METHODOLOGY
2.2.1

Phase 1 survey method

The survey was carried out on foot using a variety of survey techniques that are described in the Countryside Council
for Wales (CCW) report ‘Handbook for Marine Intertidal Phase 1 Biotope Mapping Survey’ (Wyn et al., 2000) and the
‘Marine Nature Conservation Review Rationale and Methods’ (Hiscock, 1996).
Prior to commencing the survey in the field, a wireframe map (a basic outline drawing of obvious features and/or changes
in habitat was produced to aid with the recording of biotopes.
Areas of sediment were dug and sampled at various intervals at the upper mid shore, mid shore, and lower shore. All
samples were filtered through a 5 mm and 0.5 mm sieve. For both the sediment and rock areas, target notes and
photographs were taken when there was a change in biotope type or zonation. An iPhone 12 along with the ArcGIS app
“Field Maps” was used to mark target points and tracks. All information was digitised to GIS using ArcMap 10, post
survey. Maps were created using the guidance laid out in the CCW methodology.
Biotopes were assigned and described with reference to The Marine Habitat Classification for Britain and Ireland (v04.05)
(Connor et al., 2004) and the Joint Nature Conservation Committee (JNCC) website’s online search facility.
All species names were taken from The Marine Life Information Network (MarLIN) and the Algaebase website for certain
species of seaweed which were not listed on the MarLIN site.
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2.2.2

Survey area

The proposed survey area comprised an approximate 590 m corridor. This was based on the provided areas of search
for the proposed cable route with an additional 25 m added on to the east and west edges to allow for any movement
of the BMH and cable within this corridor.

The survey area extended from the splash zone down to the Lowest

Astronomical Tide (LAT) (Figure 2.1)
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Figure 2.1

Survey area and proposed BMH location at the Bay of Sandgarth, Hoy (© Crown copyright and database rights 2021 OS 0100040827)
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2.2.3

Limitations of survey

Only one low tide window was available in which to complete the survey however, it was possible to cover the entire
survey area during the single survey period.

2.3 SURVEY FINDINGS
2.3.1

Site description

The Bay of Sandgarth comprises of a central sandy shore with rocky shore areas flanking both sides.

The bay is

moderately exposed to sheltered with a south facing aspect towards the east mainland of Orkney. The survey corridor
is backed by embryonic dunes for the majority of the coastline, in the central and eastern sections. At the west end the
shore backing changes from the dunes to small cliff structures. Behind the dunes and cliffs, the entire shore is backed
by agricultural land.
The central sandy beach, the expected landfall for the cable, consists of a fine to medium grain size with poor infaunal
community, with sparse polychaetes and oligochaetes present. At the top of the sand shore is a zone of cobbles and
rocks with a decaying seaweed strandline scattered over the top.

2.3.2

Biotopes

A summary of biotopes recorded within the survey area is provided in Table 2.2, and a map of lifeforms is shown in
Figure 2.2.
Table 2.2

List of Biotopes found within the survey area

Biotope code

LR.FLR.Lic.YG

Biotope
description

Occurrence on site

Typical species on site

Yellow and grey
lichens on
supralittoral rock

Found on the highest stable bedrock
at the back of the eastern and
western rocky shores.

Caloplaca marina
Ramalina siliquosa
Verrucaria maura
Grey lichens

LR.FLR.Lic.Ver

Verrucaria maura
on littoral fringe
rock

Found on stable bedrock at the east
and west ends of the survey area
above the seaweed zones.

Verrucaria maura

LR.MLR.BF.Fser

Fucus serratus on
moderately exposed
lower eulittoral rock

Occurs on the bottom half of the
littoral rocks on both the west and
east rocky shores.

Grantia compressa
Halichondria panicea
Actinia equina
Carcinus maenas
Steromphala cineraria
Patella vulgata
Littorina littorea
Rhodothamniella floridula
Fucus serratus
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Biotope code

LR.LLR.F.Fspi

Biotope
description

Occurrence on site

Typical species on site

Fucus spiralis on
sheltered upper
eulittoral rock

Upper shore rocks below the
Verrucaria maura band, interspersed
with scattered Pelvetia canaliculata.

Semibalanus balanoides
Patella vulgata
Pelvetia canaliculata
Fucus spiralis
Verrucaria maura

LR.LLR.F.Fves

Fucus vesiculosus
on moderately
exposed to
sheltered mid
eulittoral rock

Mid rocky shores on both sides of the
survey area.

Actinia equina
Semibalanus balanoides
Patella vulgata
Littorina obtusata
Nucella lapillus
Ascophyllum nodosum
Fucus vesiculosus

LR.LLR.F.Asc

Ascophyllum
nodosum on very
sheltered mid
eulittoral rock

Patches of more sheltered rock on the
western rocky shore, interspersed
with the F. vesiculosus biotope.

Actinia equina
Patella vulgata
Littorina obtusata
Nucella lapillus
Ascophyllum nodosum

IR.MIR.KR.Ldig

Laminaria digitata
on moderately
exposed sublittoral
fringe rock

Occurs below the F. serratus zones on
bedrock on both sides of the survey
area. Not fully surveyed.

Laminaria digitata

LR.FLR.Eph.Ent

Enteromorpha (now
Ulva) spp. on
freshwaterinfluenced and/or
unstable upper
eulittoral rock

Patch located below a drain exit,
where the freshwater runs over the
bedrock.

Ulva spp.

LS.LCS.Sh.BarSh

Barren littoral
shingle

Beach backing of cobbles at the highwater mark for the majority of the
survey area.

None

LS.LSa.St.Tal

Talitrids on the
upper shore and
strand-line

Scattered strand-line of decaying
seaweed lying on top of the barren
cobbles.

Talitridae

LS.LSa.MoSa.BarSa

Barren littoral
coarse sand

Top of the sand shore, just below the
barren cobbles.

None

LS.LSa.FiSa.Po

Polychaetes in
littoral fine sand

Beach below the barren sand. Poor
species abundance and diversity.

Arenicola marina
Oligochaeta
Amphidoda
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Figure 2.2

Lifeforms map of the Bay of Sandgarth intertidal survey area (© Crown copyright and database rights 2021 OS 0100040827)
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2.3.3

Target notes

Target Notes and corresponding photographs are shown in Table 2.3. The locations of each of the Target Notes is
indicated on the lifeforms map (Figure 2.2). Figure 2.2 also shows the locations of additional photographs as shown in
Section 2.7.
Table 2.3

Target notes

Target
note
No.

Description

Photograph

T1

Shore backing of cliffs

T2

Test dig 1 – Anoxic layer 5 cm below surface with
oligochaetes

T3

Test dig 2 – Slight anoxic layer 20 cm below
surface with lug worms (Arenicola marina)
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Target
note
No.

Description

Photograph

T4

Test dig 3 – No anoxic layer with A. marina

T5

Test dig 4 – No anoxic layer with more abundant
A. marina

T6

Test dig 5 – No anoxic layer with A. marina

T7

Test dig 6 – Barren sand
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Target
note
No.

Description

Photograph

T8

Test dig 7 – Anoxic layer ca. 12 cm below surface,
with A. marina, oligochaetes, and amphipods

T9

Sand over bedrock with dense A. marina casts

T10

Drain exit

T11

Ephemeral greens (Ulva spp.) on sand-scoured
boulders

T12

Sand extraction pit
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Target
note
No.

Description

T13

Dumping area

2.3.4

Photograph

Importance of Biotope types

There are no biotopes of conservation importance within the survey area. The dog whelk (Nucella lapillus) is an OSPAR
species and was found on the intertidal rock. However, the dog whelk is a common species in the UK and is not protected
under any other piece of legislation. No UK BAP marine species were recorded.

2.4 DISCUSSION
The BMH location would mean that the cable would cross the intertidal zone through a sediment beach of poor infaunal
species composition. The nature of the works would likely release sediment into the water column, redistributing it
elsewhere along the shore. However, this will be short in duration and settle out quickly after completion of works.

2.5 RECOMMENDATIONS
A Phase 2 survey isn’t required at this site. Due to the species composition on the beach, there will be no impacts from
the installation of the cable.

2.6 REFERENCES
Bunker, F. StP. D., Maggs, C. A., Brodie, J. A. and Bunker, A. R. 2017. Seaweeds of Britain and Ireland. Second Edition.
Wild Nature Press, Plymouth.
Connor, D.W., Allen, J.H., Golding, N. Howell, K.L., Lieberknecht, L.M., Northen, K.O. and Reker, J.B. 2004. The Marine
Habitat

Classification

for

Britain

and

Ireland,

Version

04.05.

JNCC,

Peterborough

(internet

version

www.jncc.gov.uk/MarineHabitatClassification).
Fish, J. D. and Fish, S. 2011. A Student’s Guide to the Seashore. Third Edition. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge.
Hayward, P.J. 2004. A Natural History of the Seashore. Collins, London.
Hayward, P. J. and Ryland, J. S. 2017. Handbook of the Marine Fauna of North-West Europe. Second Edition. Oxford
University Press, Oxford.
Hiscock, K. (ed). 1996. Marine Nature Conservation Review: rationale and methods. JNCC, Peterborough. (Coasts
and seas of the United Kingdom. MNCR series).
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Wyn, G., Brazier, P., Birch, K., Bunker, A., Cooke, A., Jones, M., Lough, N., McMath, A. and Roberts, S. 2000. Handbook
for Marine Intertidal Phase 1 Biotope Mapping Survey. CCW, Bangor.
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2.7 PHOTOGRAPHS
The locations of photo points are shown in Figure 2.2.
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Photo 1

The Bay of Sandgarth looking west to east

Photo 2

The Bay of Sandgarth looking east to west

Photo 3

Sponges Halichondria panicea and Grantia compressa

Photo 4

Green shore crab (Carcinus maenas)
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INTRODUCTION
Aquatera has been commissioned to carry out a Phase 1 intertidal survey of the shore at Crock Ness in Hoy, Orkney
(Figure 1.1). The area has been identified as a suitable location for the onshore landfall and onward connection for fibre
optic cables as part of network improvements to connect a number of Orkney islands.
The objectives of the survey were to:

•
•
•

Identify and map biotopes present within the survey area;
Identify and map the presence of any rare or protected species within the study area; and
Provide target notes to describe key features of the shore

The survey was carried out by Duncan Clarke of Aquatera Ltd, an experienced marine biologist accompanied by a second
biologist to assist with species identification and recording of notes.
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Figure 1.1

Location of the Crock Ness, Hoy survey site (© Crown copyright and database rights 2021 OS 0100040827)
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PHASE 1 INTERTIDAL SURVEY
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The survey took place on 29 July 2021, during low spring tides. The survey took place either side of low tide. Table 2.1
below outlines the survey conditions.
Table 2.1

Survey details

Date

29 July 2021

Time at start

06:25

Time at finish

08:00

Low tide (hours)

07:47 BST

Tide height (m)

0.5

Lowest Astronomical Tide (m)

-0.4

Mean Low Water Springs (m)

0.4

Type of access

Foot

Sea condition

Calm

Weather condition

Overcast and still

2.2 METHODOLOGY
2.2.1

Phase 1 survey method

The survey was carried out on foot using a variety of survey techniques that are described in the Countryside Council
for Wales (CCW) report ‘Handbook for Marine Intertidal Phase 1 Biotope Mapping Survey’ (Wyn et al., 2000) and the
‘Marine Nature Conservation Review Rationale and Methods’ (Hiscock, 1996).
Prior to commencing the survey in the field, a wireframe map (a basic outline drawing of obvious features and/or changes
in habitat was produced to aid with the recording of biotopes.
Areas of sediment were dug and sampled at various intervals at the upper mid shore, mid shore, and lower shore. All
samples were filtered through a 5 mm and 0.5 mm sieve. For both the sediment and rock areas, target notes and
photographs were taken when there was a change in biotope type or zonation. An iPhone 12 along with the ArcGIS app
“Field Maps” was used to mark target points and tracks. All information was digitised to GIS using ArcMap 10, post
survey. Maps were created using the guidance laid out in the CCW methodology.
Biotopes were assigned and described with reference to The Marine Habitat Classification for Britain and Ireland (v04.05)
(Connor et al., 2004) and the Joint Nature Conservation Committee (JNCC) website’s online search facility.
All species names were taken from The Marine Life Information Network (MarLIN) and the Algaebase website for certain
species of seaweed which were not listed on the MarLIN site.
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2.2.2

Survey area

The proposed survey area comprised an approximate 540 m corridor. This was based on the provided areas of search
for the proposed cable route with an additional 25 m added on to the north and south edges to allow for any movement
of the BMH and cable within this corridor.

The survey area extended from the splash zone down to the Lowest

Astronomical Tide (LAT) (Figure 2.1)
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Figure 2.1

Survey area and proposed BMH location at Crock Ness, Hoy (© Crown copyright and database rights 2021 OS 0100040827)
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2.2.3

Limitations of survey

Only one low tide window was available in which to complete the survey however, it was possible to cover the entire
survey area during the single survey period.

2.3 SURVEY FINDINGS
2.3.1

Site description

The site at Crock Ness consists of a rocky shore composed of a mixture of bedrock and large flattened rocks. The shore
shows classical zonation patterns with lichens in the splash zones, moving down through Pelvetia canaliculata, Fucus
spiralis, Fucus vesiculosus, and Fucus serratus, before reaching the kelp zone in the sublittoral.
At the southern end of the survey area, there is an extensive stretch of coast exposed at low tide. This area, known as
Crock Ness, is distinctly channelled by fingers of flat stones extending out, with zones of lichens, Pelvetia canaliculata,
Fucus spiralis, and Ascophyllum nodosum above a thin layer of mixed gravelly sandy mud.
The shore here is the landing point for several water pipes, the other ends of which were observed at the Weddel coast
on Flotta. The coast is backed by agricultural land which is host to a Martello tower dating from the early 19th Century.
The top of the shore below the tower consists of an artificial sea wall.

2.3.2

Biotopes

A summary of biotopes recorded within the survey area is provided in Table 2.2, and a map of lifeforms is shown in
Figure 2.2.
Table 2.2

List of Biotopes found within the survey area

Biotope code

Biotope
description

Occurrence on site

Typical species on site

LR.FLR.Lic.Ver

Verrucaria maura
on littoral fringe
rock

Found on rocks and boulders at
elevations just above mean high
water.

Verrucaria maura

LR.LLR.F.Pel

Pelvetia canaliculata
on sheltered littoral
fringe rock

Broad zones on the southern spits of
rock.

Littorina saxatilis

Fucus spiralis on
sheltered upper
eulittoral rock

Forms a band along the majority of
the upper shore, as far south as the
point at Crock Ness.

LR.LLR.F.Fspi

Pelvetia canaliculata
Verrucaria maura
Littorina littorea
Littorina saxatilis
Fucus spiralis
Verrucaria maura

LR.LLR.F.Fspi.X

Fucus spiralis on full
salinity upper
eulittoral mixed
substrata

Forms extensive bands just below the
P. canaliculata zones on the rocky
spits at Crock Ness.
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Biotope code

LR.LLR.F.Fves

Biotope
description

Occurrence on site

Typical species on site

Fucus vesiculosus
on moderately
exposed to
sheltered mid
eulittoral rock

Dense band and covering the
majority of the mid shore as far south
as the point at Crock Ness.
Interspersed with mosaics of exposed
rock covered in Verrucaria maura.

Actinia equina
Semibalanus balanoides
Carcinus maenas
Patella vulgata
Littorina littorea
Littorina obtusata
Nucella lapillus
Ascophyllum nodosum
Fucus vesiculosus
Cladophora rupestris

LR.LLR.F.Fves.X

Fucus vesiculosus
on mid eulittoral
mixed substrata

Found on the point at Crockness on
lower lying areas of shore

Patella vulgata
Littorina littorea
Littorina obtusata
Ascophyllum nodosum
Fucus vesiculosus

LR.LLR.F.Asc.X

Ascophyllum
nodosum on full
salinity mid
eulittoral mixed
substrata

Replaces the Fucus vesiculosus
biotope on the mid shore on the more
sheltered areas of the point at Crock
Ness.

Patella vulgata
Littorina littorea
Littorina obtusata
Ascophyllum nodosum
Fucus vesiculosus

LR.LLR.F.Fserr

Fucus serratus on
sheltered lower
eulittoral rock

Occurs as a lower shore band for the
entire length of the survey area.

Actinia equina
Spirobranchus triqueter
Spirorbidae
Carcinus maenas
Patella vulgata
Littorina littorea
Littorina obtusata
Nucella lapillus
Mastocarpus stellatus
Ectocarpaceae
Fucus serratus
Cladophora rupestris

IR.MIR.KR.Ldig

Laminaria digitata
on moderately
exposed sublittoral
fringe rock

Occurs on the sublittoral fringe for
the entire length of the survey area.
Not fully surveyed.

Laminaria digitata

LR.FLR.Rkp.G

Green seaweeds
(Ulva spp. and
Cladophora spp.) in
shallow upper shore
rockpools

Numerous scattered rock pools
amongst the Fucus spiralis zone on
the main shore north of the point at
Crock Ness.

Ulva spp.
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Biotope code

Biotope
description

Occurrence on site

Typical species on site

LR.FLR.Eph.Ent

Enteromorpha (now
Ulva) spp. on
freshwaterinfluenced and/or
unstable upper
eulittoral rock

Patches scattered throughout the
upper shore, with one larger area just
north of the point at Crock Ness.

Ulva spp.

LS.LMp.Sm

Saltmarsh

Small patch of scattered saltmarsh
vegetation on the upper shore at the
south end of the survey area.

Saltmarsh vegetation

LS.LMx

Littoral mixed
sediment

Found on the point at Crock Ness on
areas of flat shore. Very shallow
sediment with numerous large stones
just below the surface, meaning that
a decent sample was unable to be
collected.

Oligochaetes

LS.LCS.Sh.BarSh

Barren littoral
shingle

Beach backing for the majority of the
shore. Consists of a mix of gravel
cobbles and flat rocks.

None

LS.LSa.St.Tal

Talitrids on the
upper shore and
strand-line

Scattered areas of decaying seaweed
found on the upper shore.

None

LS.LSa.FiSa.Po

Polychaetes in
littoral fine sand

Small patch of sand at the Fucus
serratus level just north of the point
at Crock Ness and below the large
ephemeral green seaweed biotope.
Shallow fine sand with numerous
polychaetes

Malacoceros fuliginosus
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Figure 2.2

Lifeforms map of the Crock Ness intertidal survey area (© Crown copyright and database rights 2021 OS 0100040827)
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2.3.3

Target notes

Target Notes and corresponding photographs are shown in Table 2.3. The locations of each of the Target Notes is
indicated on the lifeforms map (Figure 2.2). Figure 2.2 also shows the locations of additional photographs as shown in
Section 2.7.
Table 2.3

Target notes

Target
note
No.

Description

Photograph

T1

Test Dig 1 – shallow mixed gravelly sandy mud
with sparse infauna

T2

Test Dig 2 – Shallow fine sand with numerous
polychaetes

T3

Martello tower with sea wall below

T4

Rockpool with green seaweeds (LR.FLR.Rkp.G)
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Target
note
No.

Description

T5

Water pipeline marker

T6

Rockpool with green seaweeds (LR.FLR.Rkp.G)

T7

Rockpool with green seaweeds (LR.FLR.Rkp.G)

2.3.4

Photograph

Importance of Biotope types

The southern shore contains examples of coastal saltmarsh, which is a UK BAP Priority Habitat. The dog whelk (Nucella
lapillus) is an OSPAR species and was found on the intertidal rock. However, the dog whelk is a common species in the
UK and is not protected under any other piece of legislation. No UK BAP marine species were recorded.

2.4 DISCUSSION
The BMH location would mean that the cable would cross the intertidal zone through fucoid covered rocks and a slab
and cobble beach backing. The cable would avoid any interaction with the Martello tower and the sea wall below it. The
area of saltmarsh is over 200 m south of the BMH and there should be no interaction with this habitat by this
development.

2.5 RECOMMENDATIONS
A Phase 2 survey isn’t required at this site. There is no sediment available for burial so there will be need for the cable
to be laid on the surface of the rock with armouring provided for the cable. The final route of the cable will determine
the extent of invasive rock breaking required and wherever a possible, a route should be chosen that minimises the need
for invasive installation techniques.

2.6 REFERENCES
Bunker, F. StP. D., Maggs, C. A., Brodie, J. A. and Bunker, A. R. 2017. Seaweeds of Britain and Ireland. Second Edition.
Wild Nature Press, Plymouth.
Connor, D.W., Allen, J.H., Golding, N. Howell, K.L., Lieberknecht, L.M., Northen, K.O. and Reker, J.B. 2004. The Marine
Habitat

Classification

for

Britain

and

Ireland,

Version

04.05.

JNCC,

Peterborough

(internet

version

www.jncc.gov.uk/MarineHabitatClassification).
Fish, J. D. and Fish, S. 2011. A Student’s Guide to the Seashore. Third Edition. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge.
Hayward, P.J. 2004. A Natural History of the Seashore. Collins, London.
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Hayward, P. J. and Ryland, J. S. 2017. Handbook of the Marine Fauna of North-West Europe. Second Edition. Oxford
University Press, Oxford.
Hiscock, K. (ed). 1996. Marine Nature Conservation Review: rationale and methods. JNCC, Peterborough. (Coasts
and seas of the United Kingdom. MNCR series).
Wyn, G., Brazier, P., Birch, K., Bunker, A., Cooke, A., Jones, M., Lough, N., McMath, A. and Roberts, S. 2000. Handbook
for Marine Intertidal Phase 1 Biotope Mapping Survey. CCW, Bangor.
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2.7 PHOTOGRAPHS
The locations of photo points are shown in Figure 2.2.
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Photo 1

Spit of lichen covered rocks at the point of Crock Ness

Photo 2

Example of the dense Pelvetia canaliculata zone on the
point at Crock Ness

Photo 3

Patch of ephemeral green seaweeds

Photo 4

The cable landing area of the shore viewed from the
Martello tower
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INTRODUCTION
Aquatera has been commissioned to carry out a Phase 1 intertidal survey of the shore at Weddel in Flotta, Orkney (Figure
1.1). The area has been identified as a suitable location for the onshore landfall and onward connection for fibre optic
cables as part of network improvements to connect a number of Orkney islands.
The objectives of the survey were to:

•
•
•

Identify and map biotopes present within the survey area;
Identify and map the presence of any rare or protected species within the study area; and
Provide target notes to describe key features of the shore

The survey was carried out by Duncan Clarke of Aquatera Ltd, an experienced marine biologist accompanied by a second
biologist to assist with species identification and recording of notes.
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Figure 1.1

Location of the Weddel, Flotta survey site (© Crown copyright and database rights 2021 OS 0100040827)
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PHASE 1 INTERTIDAL SURVEY
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The survey took place on 28 July 2021, during low spring tides. The survey took place either side of low tide. Table 2.1
below outlines the survey conditions.
Table 2.1

Survey details

Date

28 July 2021

Time at start

06:25

Time at finish

08:00

Low tide (hours)

07:08 BST

Tide height (m)

0.2

Lowest Astronomical Tide (m)

-0.4

Mean Low Water Springs (m)

0.4

Type of access

Foot

Sea condition

Calm

Weather condition

Wet – Raining and still

2.2 METHODOLOGY
2.2.1

Phase 1 survey method

The survey was carried out on foot using a variety of survey techniques that are described in the Countryside Council
for Wales (CCW) report ‘Handbook for Marine Intertidal Phase 1 Biotope Mapping Survey’ (Wyn et al., 2000) and the
‘Marine Nature Conservation Review Rationale and Methods’ (Hiscock, 1996).
Prior to commencing the survey in the field, a wireframe map (a basic outline drawing of obvious features and/or changes
in habitat was produced to aid with the recording of biotopes.
Areas of sediment were dug and sampled at various intervals at the upper mid shore, mid shore, and lower shore. All
samples were filtered through a 5 mm and 0.5 mm sieve. For both the sediment and rock areas, target notes and
photographs were taken when there was a change in biotope type or zonation. An iPhone 12 along with the ArcGIS app
“Field Maps” was used to mark target points and tracks. All information was digitised to GIS using ArcMap 10, post
survey. Maps were created using the guidance laid out in the CCW methodology.
Biotopes were assigned and described with reference to The Marine Habitat Classification for Britain and Ireland (v04.05)
(Connor et al., 2004) and the Joint Nature Conservation Committee (JNCC) website’s online search facility.
All species names were taken from The Marine Life Information Network (MarLIN) and the Algaebase website for certain
species of seaweed which were not listed on the MarLIN site.
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2.2.2

Survey area

The proposed survey area comprised an approximate 580 m corridor. This was based on the provided areas of search
for the proposed cable route with an additional 25 m added on to the north and south edges to allow for any movement
of the BMH and cable within this corridor.

The survey area extended from the splash zone down to the Lowest

Astronomical Tide (LAT) (Figure 2.1)
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Figure 2.1

Survey area and proposed BMH location at Weddel, Flotta (© Crown copyright and database rights 2021 OS 0100040827)
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2.2.3

Limitations of survey

Only one low tide window was available in which to complete the survey however, it was possible to cover the entire
survey area during the single survey period.

2.3 SURVEY FINDINGS
2.3.1

Site description

The shore at Weddel lies below the airfield at Flotta and has a west facing aspect over Gutter Sound in Scapa Flow.
The entire shore is backed by a wide zone of lichens and rough periwinkle (Littorina saxatilis) covered cobbles, with
scattered channelled wrack (Pelvetia canaliculata) and spiral wrack (Fucus spiralis) at the lower ends of this zone.
Below this the shore is dominated by a dense band of bladder wrack (Fucus vesiculosus) and knotted wrack
(Ascophyllum nodosum) above serrated wrack (Fucus serratus) and kelps (Laminaria digitata).
The southern half of the survey area is underlain by predominantly bedrock backed by cliffs, with the northern zone
consisting of boulders and mixed sediment and backed by a sloping transition into heathland. Within this northern zone
there are three markers indicating the presence of electricity and water lines landing here.

2.3.2

Biotopes

A summary of biotopes recorded within the survey area is provided in Table 2.2, and a map of lifeforms is shown in
Figure 2.2.
Table 2.2

List of Biotopes found within the survey area

Biotope code

LR.FLR.Lic.Ver

LR.LLR.F.Fves

Biotope
description

Occurrence on site

Typical species on site

Verrucaria maura
on littoral fringe
rock

Found on the upper shore cobbles,
stained with Verrucaria maura and
occasional scatterings of Pelvetia
canaliculata and Fucus spiralis at the
lower edges. The entire zone is
covered in numerous Littorina
saxatilis.

Littorina saxatilis

Occurs as a dense band on the mid
shore in the southern half of the
survey area where there is solid
bedrock.

Actinia equina

Fucus vesiculosus
on moderately
exposed to
sheltered mid
eulittoral rock

Pelvetia canaliculata
Fucus spiralis
Verrucaria maura

Semibalanus balanoides
Patella vulgata
Littorina obtusata
Nucella lapillus
Ascophyllum nodosum
Fucus vesiculosus
Ulva spp.
Cladophora rupestris
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Biotope code

LR.LLR.F.Fves.X

Biotope
description

Occurrence on site

Typical species on site

Fucus vesiculosus
on mid eulittoral
mixed substrata

Occurs as a dense band on the mid
shore in the northern half of the
survey area where there are mixed
substrata.

Actinia equina
Semibalanus balanoides
Patella vulgata
Littorina obtusata
Nucella lapillus
Ascophyllum nodosum
Fucus vesiculosus
Ulva spp.
Cladophora rupestris

LR.LLR.F.Fserr

Fucus serratus on
sheltered lower
eulittoral rock

Found on the lower shore in the
southern half of the survey area
where there is solid bedrock.

Halichondria panicea
Actinia equina
Spirobranchus triqueter
Spirorbidae
Semibalanus balanoides
Carcinus maenas
Steromphala cineraria
Patella vulgata
Littorina littorea
Nucella lapillus
Chondrus crispus
Mastocarpus stellatus
Fucus serratus
Ulva spp.
Cladophora rupestris

LR.LLR.F.Fserr.X

Fucus serratus on
full salinity lower
eulittoral mixed
substrata

Found on the lower shore in the
northern half of the survey area
where there are mixed substrata.

Halichondria panicea
Actinia equina
Spirobranchus triqueter
Spirorbidae
Semibalanus balanoides
Carcinus maenas
Steromphala cineraria
Patella vulgata
Littorina obtusata
Nucella lapillus
Chondrus crispus
Mastocarpus stellatus
Fucus serratus
Ulva spp.
Cladophora rupestris
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Biotope code

Biotope
description

Occurrence on site

Typical species on site

Laminaria digitata
on moderately
exposed sublittoral
fringe rock

Occurs in the sublittoral fringe. Not
fully surveyed.

Littorina littorea

LS.LMp.Sm

Saltmarsh

Occurs in the southern half of the
survey area, below the cliffs where
the cliffs have eroded, and material
has developed into a saltmarsh
community on the upper shore.

Saltmarsh vegetation

LS.LCS.Sh.BarSh

Barren littoral
shingle

Found at the very top of the shore
above mean high water as cobbles.

None

LS.LSa.St.Tal

Talitrids on the
upper shore and
strand-line

Washed up decaying seaweed lying
over the barren cobbles.

None

LS.LSa.FiSa.Po

Polychaetes in
littoral fine sand

Small patch of sediment on the mid
shore in the northern half of the
study area.

Malacoceros fuliginosus

IR.MIR.KR.Ldig

Laminaria digitata

Capitella capitata
Scolelepis squamata
Arenicola marina
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Figure 2.2

Lifeforms map of the Weddel intertidal survey area (© Crown copyright and database rights 2021 OS 0100040827)
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2.3.3

Target notes

Target Notes and corresponding photographs are shown in Table 2.3. The locations of each of the Target Notes is
indicated on the lifeforms map (Figure 2.2). Figure 2.2 also shows the locations of additional photographs as shown in
Section 2.7.
Table 2.3

Target notes

Target
note
No.

Description

T1

Test Dig 1 – Sparse polychaetes

T2

Test Dig 2 – Polychaetes including Arenicola
marina

T3

Test Dig 4 – Polychaetes including Arenicola
marina. Contains a coarse shell layer several
centimetres down

Photograph
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Target
note
No.

Description

T4

Strips of Ascophyllum nodosum on higher, larger
boulders

T5

Cobbles and scattered Pelvetia canaliculata and
Fucus spiralis with abundant Littorina saxatilis

T6

Strip of Verrucaria maura covered bedrock with
Pelvetia canaliculata

T7

Small patch of saltmarsh

T8

Strip of saltmarsh

2.3.4

Photograph

Importance of Biotope types

The southern shore contains examples of coastal saltmarsh, which is a UK BAP Priority Habitat. The dog whelk (Nucella
lapillus) is an OSPAR species and was found on the intertidal rock. However, the dog whelk is a common species in the
UK and is not protected under any other piece of legislation. No UK BAP marine species were recorded.
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2.4 DISCUSSION
The BMH location would mean that the cable would cross the intertidal zone around the transition between the mixed
substrate zone and the bedrock zone. The main area of saltmarsh is around 50 m to the south. However, there is a
small patch of broken saltmarsh in the vicinity of the expected cable route.

2.5 RECOMMENDATIONS
A Phase 2 survey isn’t required at this site. However, as mentioned above there is a small amount of saltmarsh present
near to the expected cable run through the intertidal zone. As this saltmarsh is small in size, it can probably be avoided
by works of this magnitude. An Ecological Clerk of Works would be able to support the installation programme aid in
the avoidance of any saltmarsh habitats.

2.6 REFERENCES
Bunker, F. StP. D., Maggs, C. A., Brodie, J. A. and Bunker, A. R. 2017. Seaweeds of Britain and Ireland. Second Edition.
Wild Nature Press, Plymouth.
Connor, D.W., Allen, J.H., Golding, N. Howell, K.L., Lieberknecht, L.M., Northen, K.O. and Reker, J.B. 2004. The Marine
Habitat

Classification

for

Britain

and

Ireland,

Version

04.05.

JNCC,

Peterborough

(internet

version

www.jncc.gov.uk/MarineHabitatClassification).
Fish, J. D. and Fish, S. 2011. A Student’s Guide to the Seashore. Third Edition. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge.
Hayward, P.J. 2004. A Natural History of the Seashore. Collins, London.
Hayward, P. J. and Ryland, J. S. 2017. Handbook of the Marine Fauna of North-West Europe. Second Edition. Oxford
University Press, Oxford.
Hiscock, K. (ed). 1996. Marine Nature Conservation Review: rationale and methods. JNCC, Peterborough. (Coasts
and seas of the United Kingdom. MNCR series).
Wyn, G., Brazier, P., Birch, K., Bunker, A., Cooke, A., Jones, M., Lough, N., McMath, A. and Roberts, S. 2000. Handbook
for Marine Intertidal Phase 1 Biotope Mapping Survey. CCW, Bangor.
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2.7 PHOTOGRAPHS
The locations of photo points are shown in Figure 2.2.
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Photo 1

Water pipe marker sign

Photo 2

Example of upper shore cobbles with Verrucaria maura
and Littorina saxatilis

Photo 3

The coastline at Weddel looking south

Photo 4

Patch of sediment in the northern half of the survey
area
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Photo 5

Photo taken from the expected location of the cable

Photo 6

landfall looking back towards the pipeline marker signs

Transition from Fucus serratus zone to the kelp
(Laminaria digitata) zone.
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INTRODUCTION
Aquatera has been commissioned to carry out a Phase 1 intertidal survey of the shore at Quoyness in Flotta, Orkney
(Figure 1.1). The area has been identified as a suitable location for the onshore landfall and onward connection for fibre
optic cables as part of network improvements to connect a number of Orkney islands.
The objectives of the survey were to:

•
•
•

Identify and map biotopes present within the survey area;
Identify and map the presence of any rare or protected species within the study area; and
Provide target notes to describe key features of the shore

The survey was carried out by Duncan Clarke of Aquatera Ltd, an experienced marine biologist accompanied by a second
biologist to assist with species identification and recording of notes.
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Figure 1.1

Location of the Quoyness, Flotta survey site (© Crown copyright and database rights 2021 OS 0100040827)
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PHASE 1 INTERTIDAL SURVEY
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The survey took place on 27 July 2021, during low spring tides. The survey took place either side of low tide. Table 2.1
below outlines the survey conditions.
Table 2.1

Survey details

Date

27 July 2021

Time at start

05:30

Time at finish

09:30

Low tide (hours)

06:28 BST

Tide height (m)

0.1

Lowest Astronomical Tide (m)

-0.4

Mean Low Water Springs (m)

0.4

Type of access

Foot

Sea condition

Calm

Weather condition

Good – overcast and still

2.2 METHODOLOGY
2.2.1

Phase 1 survey method

The survey was carried out on foot using a variety of survey techniques that are described in the Countryside Council
for Wales (CCW) report ‘Handbook for Marine Intertidal Phase 1 Biotope Mapping Survey’ (Wyn et al., 2000) and the
‘Marine Nature Conservation Review Rationale and Methods’ (Hiscock, 1996).
Prior to commencing the survey in the field, a wireframe map (a basic outline drawing of obvious features and/or changes
in habitat was produced to aid with the recording of biotopes.
Areas of sediment were dug and sampled at various intervals at the upper mid shore, mid shore, and lower shore. All
samples were filtered through a 5 mm and 0.5 mm sieve. For both the sediment and rock areas, target notes and
photographs were taken when there was a change in biotope type or zonation. An iPhone 12 along with the ArcGIS app
“Field Maps” was used to mark target points and tracks. All information was digitised to GIS using ArcMap 10, post
survey. Maps were created using the guidance laid out in the CCW methodology.
Biotopes were assigned and described with reference to The Marine Habitat Classification for Britain and Ireland (v04.05)
(Connor et al., 2004) and the Joint Nature Conservation Committee (JNCC) website’s online search facility.
All species names were taken from The Marine Life Information Network (MarLIN) and the Algaebase website for certain
species of seaweed which were not listed on the MarLIN site.
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2.2.2

Survey area

The proposed survey area comprised an approximate 500 m corridor, extending out to approximately 775 m at its widest
point. This was based on the natural landform and boundaries of the bay. The survey area extended from the splash
zone down to the Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT) (Figure 2.1)
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Figure 2.1

Survey area and proposed BMH location at Quoyness, Flotta (© Crown copyright and database rights 2021 OS 0100040827)
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2.2.3

Limitations of survey

Due to the timings of low tide on the day of the survey and the large size of the survey area, a main survey was carried
out during the lower early morning tides. Any areas that were not able to be surveyed fully, or areas that needed
additional consideration were revisited during the evening low tide.

2.3 SURVEY FINDINGS
2.3.1

Site description

The Quoyness landfall site consists of a mixed sediment over bedrock, seaweed covered shore, with pockets of sediment
to the west and immediate east of the pier. To the east, the shore type changes to one dominated by boulders, but with
a similar pattern of zonation. As the shore bends round to the south, the easterly aspect subjects the coast to more
exposure. This section of the shore, especially towards the south has a rich diversity of species living on and under the
numerous large boulders and overhangs on the rocky shore.
The northern shore, especially around the pier is fairly well sheltered with a poor faunal community. Bands of seaweeds
are interspersed with filamentous brown seaweeds and areas of sediments are of fine to muddy sand. The shore profile
is fairly flat and uniform with an even slope towards the sea.
The eastern shore, in contrast, is very different, with cliffs, rocky outcrops and an uneven, varied shore profile. The
shore here is more exposed giving the coast a cleaner feel, with rich faunal and seaweed communities.

2.3.2

Biotopes

A summary of biotopes recorded within the survey area is provided in Table 2.2, and a map of lifeforms is shown in
Figure 2.2.
Table 2.2

List of Biotopes found within the survey area

Biotope code

LR.FLR.Lic.YG

Biotope
description

Occurrence on site

Typical species on site

Yellow and grey
lichens on
supralittoral rock

High rocks in the splash zone on the
eastern facing shore.

Caloplaca marina
Ramalina siliquosa
Verrucaria maura
Grey lichens

LR.FLR.Lic.Ver

Verrucaria maura
on littoral fringe
rock

Littoral fringe rock and boulders on
the north-eastern and eastern shore.

Littorina saxatilis
Verrucaria maura
Verrucaria mucosa
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Biotope code

LR.HLR.FR.Him

Biotope
description

Occurrence on site

Typical species on site

Himanthalia
elongata and red
seaweeds on
exposed to
moderately exposed
lower eulittoral rock

Lower shore on the eastern facing
coast.

Halichondria panicea
Actinia equina
Semibalanus balanoides
Patella vulgata
Nucella lapillus
Corallina officinalis
Chondrus crispus
Mastocarpus stellatus
Osmundea pinnatifida
Fucus serratus
Himanthalia elongata

LR.MLR.BF.FspiB

Fucus spiralis on
exposed to
moderately exposed
upper eulittoral rock

Upper shore of the eastern coast.

Semibalanus balanoides
Patella vulgata
Fucus spiralis
Verrucaria maura
Verrucaria mucosa

LR.MLR.BF.Fser

Fucus serratus on
moderately exposed
lower eulittoral rock

Lower shore on the north-eastern
coastline.

Halichondria panicea
Actinia equina
Carcinus maenas
Patella vulgata
Littorina littorea
Littorina obtusata
Nucella lapillus
Chondrus crispus
Mastocarpus stellatus
Osmundea pinnatifida
Fucus serratus
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Biotope code

LR.MLR.BF.Fser.Bo

Biotope
description

Occurrence on site

Typical species on site

Fucus serratus and
under-boulder fauna
on exposed to
moderately exposed
lower eulittoral
boulders

Lower shore boulder coastline, in the
southern half of the more exposed
eastern facing shore.

Halichondria panicea
Actinia equina
Actinia fragacea
Semibalanus balanoides
Carcinus maenas
Steromphala cineraria
Patella vulgata
Littorina littorea
Littorina obtusata
Nucella lapillus
Hildenbrandia rubra
Corallina officinalis
Chondrus crispus
Mastocarpus stellatus
Osmundea pinnatifida
Fucus serratus
Fucus vesiculosus
Cladophora rupestris

LR.LLR.F.Fspi

LR.LLR.F.Fves

Fucus spiralis on
sheltered upper
eulittoral rock

Occupies the upper shore around
most of the coastline, on both the
north facing and south facing coasts.

Littorina saxatilis

Fucus vesiculosus
on moderately
exposed to
sheltered mid
eulittoral rock

Found on the mid shore on all but the
more exposed portions of the coast.

Actinia equina

Fucus spiralis
Pelvetia canaliculata

Carcinus maenas
Patella vulgata
Littorina obtusata
Nucella lapillus
Fucus vesiculosus

LR.LLR.F.Fserr

Fucus serratus on
sheltered lower
eulittoral rock

Occurs on lower shore rock on the
more sheltered northern shore.

Actinia equina
Patella vulgata
Littorina littorea
Nucella lapillus
Rhodothamniella floridula
Chondrus crispus
Mastocarpus stellatus
Ectocarpaceae
Fucus serratus

IR.MIR.KR.Ldig

Laminaria digitata
on moderately
exposed sublittoral
fringe rock

Occurs in the sublittoral zone around
most of the survey area.

Asperococcus fistulosus
Heterosiphonia plumosa
Laminaria digitata
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Biotope code

Biotope
description

Occurrence on site

Typical species on site

LR.FLR.Eph.Ent

Enteromorpha (now
Ulva) spp. on
freshwaterinfluenced and/or
unstable upper
eulittoral rock

Occurs as patches of around the mid
to upper shore where boulders are
unstable.

Ulva spp.

LR.HLR.MusB.Sem

Semibalanus
balanoides on
exposed to
moderately exposed
or vertical sheltered
eulittoral rock

Found on protruding columns of
bedrock on the exposed sections of
the eastern facing shore.

Semibalanus balanoides

LS.LMp.Sm

Saltmarsh

Patches of vegetation near to eroding
cliffs on the north eastern coast.

Saltmarsh vegetation

LS.LCS.Sh.BarSh

Barren littoral
shingle

Occurs as a backing to the north
facing shore.

None

LS.LSa.St.Tal

Talitrids on the
upper shore and
strand-line

Decaying seaweed strandline
overlying the barren shingle shore on
the north coast.

Talitridae

LS.LSa.FiSa.Po

Polychaetes in
littoral fine sand

Found on pockets of fine muddy sand
to the west and immediately east of
the pier.

Arenicola marina

Patella vulgata
Littorina littorea
Nucella lapillus

Hediste diversicolor
Scoloplos armiger
Polydora ciliata
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Figure 2.2

Lifeforms map of the Quoyness intertidal survey area (© Crown copyright and database rights 2021 OS 0100040827)
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2.3.3

Target notes

Target Notes and corresponding photographs are shown in Table 2.3. The locations of each of the Target Notes is
indicated on the lifeforms map (Figure 2.2). Figure 2.2 also shows the locations of additional photographs as shown in
Section 2.7.
Table 2.3

Target notes

Target
note
No.

Description

Photograph

T1

Test Dig 1 – Muddy sand with an anoxic layer
2 cm below the surface

T2

Test Dig 2 – Muddy sand with numerous
polychaetes

T3

Test Dig 3 – Fine sand with numerous polychaetes
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Target
note
No.

Description

Photograph

T4

Test Dig 4 – Fine sand with numerous polychaetes

T5

Old pier structure extending out to sea. Biotopes
continue underneath over disturbed rocks

T6

Patch of green ephemeral seaweeds

T7

Patches of broken saltmarsh vegetation
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Target
note
No.

Description

T8

Eroding field edges showing evidence of cattle
accessing the shore

T9

Under boulder communities

2.3.4

Photograph

Importance of Biotope types

There were no biotopes of conservation importance found within the vicinity of the proposed cable landfall. The eastern
shore, however, contains examples of under boulder communities, which are a UK BAP Priority Habitat. The dog whelk
(Nucella lapillus) is an OSPAR species and was found on the intertidal rock. However, the dog whelk is a common species
in the UK and is not protected under any other piece of legislation. No UK BAP marine species were recorded.

2.4 DISCUSSION
The BMH location would mean that the cable would cross the intertidal zone somewhere close to the old pier. There are
no areas of concern with a landing here, and any disturbance would quickly recover.

2.5 RECOMMENDATIONS
No Phase 2 survey is required at this site assuming that the cable route would not cross through the underboulder
community biotopes. If there was a requirement to run the cable in at the eastern edge of the bay, then a more detailed
survey may be required to determine the least impactful route across this shore.

2.6 REFERENCES
Bunker, F. StP. D., Maggs, C. A., Brodie, J. A. and Bunker, A. R. 2017. Seaweeds of Britain and Ireland. Second Edition.
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2.7 PHOTOGRAPHS
The locations of photo points are shown in Figure 2.2.
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Photo 1

The shore west of the pier

Photo 2

The lower shore east of the pier below the slipway.
Note the creel buoy further out

Photo 3

The shore east of the pier

Photo 4

16

The top of the north shore looking east

Photo 5

Barnacles (Semibalanus balanoides) and dog whelks

Photo 6

(Nucella lapillus) on exposed rock

A strawberry anemone (Actinia fragacea) in a sheltered
alcove in the underboulder communities biotope
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Phase 1 Intertidal Survey Report

INTRODUCTION
Aquatera has been commissioned to carry out a Phase 1 intertidal survey at the proposed location for an onshore landfall
site at Dam of Hoxa on the island of South Ronaldsay in Orkney (Figure 1.1). The area has been identified for the
installation of submarine fibre optic cables as part of network improvements to connect a number of Orkney islands.
The objectives of the survey were to:

•
•
•

Identify and map biotopes present within the survey area;
Identify and map the presence of any rare or protected species within the survey area; and
Provide target notes to describe key features of the shore

The survey was carried out by Duncan Clarke of Aquatera Ltd, an experienced marine biologist, accompanied by a second
biologist to assist with species identification and recording of notes.
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Figure 1.1

Location of Dam of Hoxa proposed landfall site (© Crown copyright and database rights 2021 OS 0100040827)
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PHASE 1 INTERTIDAL SURVEY
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The survey took place on 27 May 2021, during low spring tides. The survey took place either side of low tide. A summary
of the survey conditions on the day are shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1

Survey details

Date

27 May 2021

Time at start

15:00

Time at finish

18:00

Low tide (hours)

17:00 BST

Tide height (m)

0.3

Lowest Astronomical Tide (m)

-0.1

Mean Low Water Springs (m)

0.6

Type of access

Foot

Sea condition

Calm

Weather condition

Good – very little wind and bright sky

2.2 METHODOLOGY
2.2.1

Phase 1 survey method

The survey was carried out on foot using a variety of survey techniques that are described in the Countryside Council
for Wales (CCW) report ‘Handbook for Marine Intertidal Phase 1 Biotope Mapping Survey’ (Wyn et al., 2000) and the
‘Marine Nature Conservation Review Rationale and Methods’ (Hiscock, 1996).
Prior to commencing the survey in the field, a wireframe map (a basic outline drawing of obvious features and/or changes
in habitat was produced to aid with the recording of biotopes.
Areas of sediment were dug and sampled at various intervals at the upper mid shore, mid shore, and lower shore. All
samples were filtered through a 5 mm and 500 µm sieve. For both the sediment and rock areas, target notes and
photographs were taken when there was a change in biotope type or zonation. An iPhone 12 along with the ArcGIS app
“Field Maps” was used to mark target points and tracks. All information was digitised to GIS using ArcMap 10, post
survey. Maps were created using the guidance laid out in the CCW methodology.
Biotopes were assigned and described with reference to The Marine Habitat Classification for Britain and Ireland (v04.05)
(Connor et al., 2004) and the Joint Nature Conservation Committee (JNCC) website’s online search facility.
All species names were taken from The Marine Life Information Network (MarLIN) and the Algaebase website for certain
species of seaweed which were not listed on the MarLIN site.
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2.2.2

Survey area

The proposed survey area comprised a 500 m corridor centred on the proposed cable landfall and extended from the
splash zone down to the Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT) (Figure 2.1)
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Figure 2.1

Survey area at Dam of Hoxa proposed landfall site (© Crown copyright and database rights 2021 OS 0100040827)
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2.2.3

Limitations of survey

Due to the timing of the survey, only one low tide window was available on the day during daylight hours. However, it
was possible to cover the entire survey area during the single survey period. Also, the time of year at which the survey
was carried out did not allow the survey to access as far down as the LAT. However, the low tide level did allow access
to the kelp zone in the infralittoral zone of the shore.

2.3 SURVEY FINDINGS
2.3.1

Site description

The proposed landfall location is located at Dam of Hoxa, which is a small north facing embayment with several scattered
dwellings. The eastern and western heads of the bay are comprised of bedrock backed by cobbles and a strandline. At
the western end of the bay, a small outlet feeds freshwater from the small lochans backing the beach giving way to a
more sediment and ephemeral green seaweed section of coast. East of the inlet, a mixed substrate shore is dominated
by fucoids in the upper shore with bare cobbles and boulders in the upper shore. The biotope compositions indicate a
more exposed nature to the centre of the bay, with Fucus vesiculosus replacing Ascophyllum nodosum as you move west
to east. To the east of the proposed cable landfall there is a small section of sediment shore backed by cobbles and
boulders up to the high-water line. The sediment here is coarse to medium in size, unable to pass through a 500 µm
sieve. East of the sediment the bay again becomes rocky in nature with exposed bedrock and boulders moving from F.
vesiculosus to A. nodosum. The upper shore is still continuously backed by large cobbles and boulders. A fish farm is
situated to the northeast of the bay.

2.3.2

Biotopes

A summary of biotopes recorded within the survey area is provided in Table 2.2, and a map of lifeforms is shown in
Figure 2.2.
Table 2.2

List of Biotopes found within the survey area

Biotope code

Biotope
description

Occurrence on site

Typical species on site

LS.LSA.St.Tal

Talitrids on the
upper shore and
strand-line

Present along the entire shore at the
high-water mark.

Talitridae

LR.FLR.Lic.Ver

Verrucaria maura
now Hydropunctaria
maura on very
exposed to very
sheltered upper
littoral fringe rock

Occurs on large cobbles and boulders
on the upper shore above the
seaweed zones.

Littorina saxatilis

Pelvetia canaliculata

Occurs just below the V. maura zone

Littorina saxatilis

on sheltered littoral

on the upper shore.

Fucus spiralis

LR.LLR.F.Pel

Hydropunctaria maura
Caloplaca marina
Tephromela atra

fringe rock

Pelvetia canaliculata
Hydropunctaria maura
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Biotope code

LR.LLR.F.Spi

Biotope
description

Occurrence on site

Typical species on site

Fucus spiralis on
moderately exposed

Forms a band below the P.
canaliculata zone and above the Fucus

Semibalanus balanoides

to very sheltered
upper eulittoral rock

vesiculosus or Ascophyllum nodosum
zones.

Patella vulgata
Littorina littorea
Littorina saxatilis
Fucus spiralis
Pelvetia canaliculata

LR.LLR.F.Fves.FS

Fucus vesiculosus on
full salinity

Found on the north facing coast of the
western third of the survey area, as

moderately exposed
to sheltered mid
eulittoral rock

well as to the east of the central
sandy zone. Located above a zone of
Fucus serratus and below the Fucus
spiralis biotope.

Semibalanus balanoides
Patella vulgata
Littorina littorea
Littorina obtusata
Nucella lapillus
Fucus vesiculosus

LR.MLR.BF.Fser.R

Fucus serratus and
red seaweeds on
moderately exposed

Occurs at the lowest points of the
littoral zone, above the kelp zones.
The coverage of the Fucus serratus is

lower eulittoral rock

dense throughout, however, pockets
of bedrock categorised by the
underlying red seaweeds alone are
found at intervals where there is a
lack of F. serratus cover.

Halichondria (Halichondria)
panicea
Spirorbidae
Corallina officinalis
Chondrus crispus
Osmundea pinnatifida
Fucus serratus
Furcellaria lumbricalis

LR.FLR.Eph.Ent

LS.LMp.Sm

Enteromorpha spp.

Occurs in areas of freshwater

Ulva

(now Ulva spp.) on
freshwaterinfluenced and/or
unstable upper
eulittoral rock

influence on the rocks of the mid to
upper shore.

Patella vulgata

Saltmarsh

Potential area of enriched angiosperm
growth behind a spit of cobbles on the
western coast.

IR.MIR.KR.Ldig

Laminaria digitata on
moderately exposed
sublittoral fringe
rock

Distinct kelp zone occurring below the
Fucus serratus on the western and
eastern extents of the survey area.
The zone is dominated by Laminaria
digitata, with noticeable stands of
Laminaria hyperborea further
offshore. This biotope was not fully

Laminaria digitata
Laminaria hyperborea

surveyed as the seafloor was
permanently submerged.
IR.LIR.K.Lsac

Laminaria saccharina
now Saccharina
latissima on very

Rock promontory on the western side
of the bay. Afforded more shelter
than the extreme western and eastern

sheltered infralittoral
rock

areas and able to support a
community of Saccharina latissima.
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Biotope code

LR.LLR.F.Asc.FS

Biotope
description

Occurrence on site

Typical species on site

Ascophyllum
nodosum on full

Dense band of Ascophyllum nodosum
covering the lower-mid to upper-mid

Ascophyllum nodosum

salinity mid eulittoral
rock

shore on the eastern side of the bay.
Also found on the upper reaches of
the rock promontory on the western
side of the bay.

Actinia equina
Semibalanus balanoides
Carcinus maenas
Patella vulgata
Littorina littorea
Littorina obtusata
Nucella lapillus
Fucus vesiculosus
Hildenbrandia rubra
Corallinaceae

LR.LLR.F.Asc.X

Ascophyllum
nodosum on full
salinity mid eulittoral

Present just to the east of the
freshwater run off on the western
edge of the bay. Forms a dense band

mixed substrata

between the Fucus spiralis covered
cobbles at the upper-mid shore and
the lower shore Fucus serratus zone.

Ascophyllum nodosum
Semibalanus balanoides
Carcinus maenas
Patella vulgata
Littorina littorea
Littorina obtusata
Nucella lapillus
Fucus vesiculosus

LR.LLR.F.Fves.X

Fucus vesiculosus on
mid eulittoral mixed

Present to the east of the
LR.LLR.F.Asc.X biotope on the western

substrata

half of the bay. Similar biotope as
well with the only difference being
that Fucus vesiculosus is the dominant
fucoid species rather than
Ascophyllum nodosum.

Fucus vesiculosus
Semibalanus balanoides
Carcinus maenas
Littorina littorea
Littorina obtusata
Nucella lapillus
Ascophyllum nodosum

LS.LSa.FiSa.Po

Polychaetes in

Located in patches to the west of the

Arenicola marina

littoral fine sand

bay and present as a larger extent in
the centre of the bay. The patches to
the west were fairly coarse with a
shallow anoxic layer at approximately
2.5 cm. The sediment depth here was
very shallow with cobbles just under
the surface. A red clay layer was
present below the anoxic layer.

Venerupis corrugata
Macomangulus tenuis
Scolelepis (Scolelepis)
squamata
Malacoceros fuliginosus

The central expanse of sand consisted
of slightly finer material, with a much
deeper anoxic layer (approx. 20 cm)
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Biotope code

LR.FLR.Rkp.SwSed

Biotope
description

Occurrence on site

Typical species on site

Seaweeds in
sediment-floored

Not strictly a rock pool, but a
permanent stand of water due to the

Fucus vesiculosus

eulittoral rockpools

topography of the shore. Rocks just
below the surface provided anchor
points for fucoids, kelps, and other
brown seaweeds

9
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Figure 2.2

Lifeforms map of the Hoxa intertidal survey area (© Crown copyright and database rights 2021 OS 0100040827)
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2.3.3

Target notes

Target Notes and corresponding photographs are shown in Table 2.3. The locations of each of the Target Notes is
indicated on the lifeforms map (Figure 2.2). Figure 2.2 also shows the locations of additional photographs as shown in
Section 2.7.
Table 2.3

Intertidal survey Target Notes

Target
note
No.

Description

Photograph

T1

Patch of the Fucus serratus with underlying red
seaweed biotope where the canopy of F. serratus
was absent

T2

Granite rock seam extending perpendicular to the
shore at the elbow of the west side of the bay

T3

Rock promontory

T4

Test dig 1 and sieve

T5

Same biotope conditions as T1

-

-
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Target
note
No.

Description

T6

Patches of sediment amongst mixed substrate

Photograph

Fucoid biotopes

T7

Small amount of freshwater run off from the upper
shore.

-

T8

Test dig 2 and sieve

-

T9

Test dig and sieve

-

T10

Kelp stand

2.3.4

Importance of Biotope types

There were no biotopes of conservation importance found within the study area. The dog whelk (Nucella lapillus) is an
OSPAR species and was found occasionally on the intertidal rock. However, the dog whelk is a common species in the
UK and is not protected under any other piece of legislation. No UK BAP priority marine species were recorded.

2.4 DISCUSSION
From a biological perspective, there are no reasons that would prevent the landing of a cable at the proposed location,
or anywhere within the survey area. The proposed route would take the cable through mixed cobbles and sediment.

2.5 RECOMMENDATIONS
A further Phase 2 intertidal survey is not required at this site, and consideration may be given to taking the cable a few
metres east to utilise the slightly deeper sand. However, a cobble shore would still need to be crossed in the upper
shore. It is also understood that the sediments on this shore are mobile and that locations of sediment deposits can
vary from year to year and month to month.
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2.7 PHOTOGRAPHS
The locations of the photo points are shown in Figure 2.2.
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Photo 1

Freshwater burn entry and beach access

Photo 2

Strandline at top of cobble shore

Photo 3

Channelled wrack (Pelvetia canaliculata) on the upper

Photo 4

Tar lichen (Verrucaria maura)

shore
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Photo 5

Toothed wrack (Fucus serratus) and underlying red

Photo 6

seaweeds

Photo 7

Oarweed (Laminaria digitata) below mean low water
spring (MLWS)

Toothed wrack (Fucus serratus) and the transition to

Photo 8

the underlying red seaweeds without the F. serratus

Rock promontory showing coverage of sugar kelp
(Saccharina latissima) at low water

16

Photo 9

Test dig 1 showing shallow anoxic layer and underlying

Photo 10

Location of test dig 1

Photo 12

Inlet supporting fucoid seaweeds and kelps at low

clay

Photo 11

Location of test dig 2

water
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Photo 13

Eastern extent of survey area

Photo 14

Eastern extent of survey area showing dense coverage
of egg wrack (Ascophyllum nodosum)
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Figure 1.

Location of the proposed cable route, Shapinsay to Orkney Mainland, with
existing Annex 1/Priority Marine Features (PMF) records
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Proposed sample stations for drop-down video survey, Shapinsay to Orkney
Mainland
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Figure 3.

The camera system designed by ENVISION for benthic survey
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Figure 4.

Video and position fixing surface equipment
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Figure 5.

Location of video stations surveyed within Shapinsay to Orkney Mainland
cable route, 30th June – 4th July 2021, with station numbers shown along with
start and end locations of each video ‘tow’
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Figure 2.

Figure 6.

Sampling stations surveyed with drop-down video along the proposed cable
route between Shapinsay-Mainland showing marine habitats at each location 13

Figure 7.

Priority Marine Features along the proposed cable corridor within the
Shapinsay-Mainland cable corridor
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Annex 1 reef features along the proposed cable corridor within the
Shapinsay-Mainland cable corridor
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Shapinsay-Mainland cable corridor with PMFs and Annex 1 features from
video survey and existing samples and distributions
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1. Introduction
A cable route has been proposed between Shapinsay and the Mainland, Orkney, as
part of a programme to update the telecommunications infrastructure for islands
around Scotland. Marine licence applications are to be submitted and appropriate
environmental parameters assessed as part of this application.
The cable route passes through areas identified as potential Annex 1 Reef features and
also covers areas where the Priority Marine Features (PMFs) of ‘kelp and seaweed
communities’ and ‘Maerl beds’ are present. To the west of the route a sample station
indicates Horse mussels (Modiolus modiolus) were found. Figure 1 shows the
distribution of these features in relation to the proposed cable route.
In order to support the marine licence application, a survey of the marine environment
has been undertaken using a drop-down video (DDV) system. A drop-down video
camera has been deployed to collect information on the biology of the seafloor and
to verify the physical nature of the seafloor, and this provides a valuable option in areas
where sensitive species or habitats are thought to occur. A total of 18 video samples
were collected during the survey from 18 stations. This method produces data suitable
for assessment of a wide range of habitat types.

Figure 1.
Location of the proposed cable route, Shapinsay to Orkney Mainland, with existing Annex 1/Priority Marine Features (PMF) records
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2. Survey
Sampling was planned1 by reviewing the available data within UK, Scottish and
European data centres. These data consisted of existing sample data and habitat maps,
which have been collated nationally, and have been plotted and referred to when
planning sample location and distributions. Samples were selected using a pattern
which was adapted to ensure that:
1. The samples were representative of the range of potential habitats and
acoustic ground types in the area of interest identified from the segmentation
approach.
2. The samples were focused on potentially important habitats.
3. The samples were geographically spread to be representative.
4. The samples were located to assess the level of spatial heterogeneity of a
habitat.
The 15 proposed sample locations are shown in Figure 2.

1

Envision (2021). R100 Benthic Survey Plan: Drop-down Video. Prepared for Global Marine Group
and BT. Pp12
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Figure 2.
Proposed sample stations for drop-down video survey, Shapinsay to Orkney Mainland
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2.1. Drop-Down Video Methodology
A DDV camera was deployed to collect information on the biology of the seabed and
to verify the physical and biological nature of the seabed. ENVISION designs, builds
and operates a range of camera systems tailored to the local environmental conditions
within the proposed survey areas. The system used on this survey was built specifically
for benthic survey in rugged environments and is shown in Figure 3. Its robust
structure was designed to enable it to maintain position in strong current as well as
to glide easily over a variety of substrates without snagging.
Figure 3.
The camera system designed
by ENVISION for benthic
survey

The system comprised two video cameras: a high resolution CCTV camera connected
to the surface via an umbilical and a high definition (HD) camera. The CCTV camera
was connected to a screen and a digital capture device and was used primarily for realtime viewing, allowing the operator of the camera frame to view its progress and
adjust height and speed over the seabed as required. Figure 4 shows an example of
the topside equipment.
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Figure 4.
Video and position fixing
surface equipment

The digital capture device also provided a back-up system in case of any problem with
the high definition camera. However, the main camera used for recording video was a
small solid state HD camera which produced high quality images.
At each sampling station the camera system was lowered to the seabed and allowed
to drift, or be towed, behind the vessel for approximately 5 minutes. The position of
each drop was located using a dGPS and plotting system.
The system was operated so that the camera frame periodically remained stationary
on the seabed. These stops provide the opportunity to capture high quality still images.
The still images and video footage will be reviewed to identify biota and to gather
substrate information.
Each video drop was numbered and recorded using a digital capture device, for
subsequent analysis, and the position and time at the start and end of each deployment
were logged. The positions were recorded using a differentially corrected GPS (dGPS)
system. These were displayed on the video capture system. A written record of
positions for the stations was recorded during the survey as part of the survey log.
Within the Shapinsay-Mainland Orkney site, all footage collected was reviewed for QC
purposes during the survey. At one station imagery was found to be of low quality due
to camera attitude, and a repeat sample was collected from this station which was
good quality. At another location the sample position was not on target as tidal flows
altered, despite the location being imprecise the quality of the footage was good and
this has been used as an additional sample station with the correct target position
sampled when the vessel could maintain position at the target location. This resulted
in imagery being collected at a total of 18 sample stations on this route.

ENVISION
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3. Data Analysis
3.1. Interpretation of video and still images
Video and still images were reviewed, processed and analysed in accordance with
national guidelines, such as the standards for analysis in Visual Seabed Surveys (BS EN
16260:2012) and Turner et al., 20162. The imagery has also been reviewed for Annex
I reef assessment following the appropriate JNCC guidance notes (Gubbay, 20073;
Irving, 20094; Golding et al., 20205). The main purpose of the analysis of the imagery
was to identify what fauna and broadscale habitats exist in a video record or still image,
provide quantitative and semi-quantitative data and to note where one substrate type
changes to another.
The video record was initially viewed rapidly in order to segment it into sections
representing different substrates. At normal speed, the start and end points of each
segment were logged, and each segment treated as a separate record and subsequently
subjected to more detailed analysis. Brief changes in substrate type lasting less than
5m were considered as incidental patches are recorded as part of the habitat
description, or as a ‘habitat mosaic’.
The video footage was then viewed at normal or slower than normal speed, noting
the physical and biological characteristics, such as substrate type and percent cover (in
line with MNCR guidelines), seabed character, conspicuous taxa and life forms along
with any modifiers or visible impacts present. Taxa are identified to the most detailed
taxonomic level possible and quantified with abundance counts for erect species and
percent cover for colonial/encrusting species. Where appropriate, any relevant
features of conservation interest or Habitats Directive Annex 1 Habitats were noted
at each sample location.
Taxa are identified to the most detailed taxonomic level possible, and quantified using
categories
based
upon
the
MNCR
SACFOR
abundances
scale
(http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/page-2684), with abundance counts for erect species and
percent cover for colonial/encrusting species. Where appropriate, any relevant
features of conservation interest or Habitats Directive Annex 1 Habitats were noted
at each sample location.
All data were recorded as each video clip or still image was analysed and a proforma
spreadsheet was used to input imagery data and metadata, with reference to the latest
species dictionary from the World Register of Marine Species (WoRMS) database.
2

Turner, J.A., Hitchin, R., Verling, E., van Rein, H. 2016. Epibiota remote monitoring from
digital imagery: Interpretation guidelines.
3

GUBBAY, S. 2007. Defining and managing Sabellaria spinulosa reefs. Report of an interagency
workshop. JNCC Report No. 405.
4

Irving, R. 2009. The identification of the main characteristics of stony reef habitats under the Habitats
Directive. Summary report of an inter-agency workshop 26-27 March 2008. JNCC Report No. 432
5

Golding. N., Albrecht. J., McBreen. F. 2020. Refining criteria for defining areas with a
‘low resemblance’ to Annex I stony reef; Workshop Report. JNCC Report No. 656, JNCC,
Peterborough, ISSN 0963-8091.
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Abundance counts for solitary and erect taxa were added as point annotations in
BIIGLE for still images, but for video analysis these counts were performed manually
and recorded directly in the proforma spreadsheet. Where percentage covers of
colonial/encrusting taxa were to be recorded, point annotations were attached to still
images in BIIGLE and then double tagged with percentage cover categories (associated
with SACFOR) and the data exported. Percentage cover of cobbles/boulders was
annotated with the polygon tool to aid assessment of stony reefs. For video analysis,
these categories were estimated visually for each video segment. Annotations from
BIIGLE were exported in Excel spreadsheets and translated into the results proforma
spreadsheet as required.
A reference collection was built as the analysis progressed with good quality images
noted and collated to aid consistency and quality of analysis, with each taxon or species
highlighted. In addition to a species/taxon reference collection, a habitat/biotope
reference collection was also built with good images of each habitat or biotope and
for reference purposes.

3.2. Priority Marine Feature and Annex 1 Assessment
The video footage has been reviewed and analysed in accordance with current UK
guidelines and any potential Annex 1 features identified. For biogenic or stony reefs
Turner et al. 20166, Gubbay, 20077; Irving, 20098; Golding et al., 20209 assessment
methods are used. Priority Marine Features10 (PMFs) habitats and species have also
been assessed and identified where present.

6

Turner, J.A., Hitchin, R., Verling, E., van Rein, H. 2016. Epibiota remote monitoring from
digital imagery: Interpretation guidelines.
7

GUBBAY, S. 2007. Defining and managing Sabellaria spinulosa reefs. Report of an interagency
workshop. JNCC Report No. 405.
8 Irving, R. 2009. The identification of the main characteristics of stony reef habitats under the Habitats
Directive. Summary report of an inter-agency workshop 26-27 March 2008. JNCC Report No. 432
9
Golding. N., Albrecht. J., McBreen. F. 2020. Refining criteria for defining areas with a
‘low resemblance’ to Annex I stony reef; Workshop Report. JNCC Report No. 656, JNCC,
Peterborough, ISSN 0963-8091.
10
https://www.nature.scot/doc/priority-marine-features-scotlands-seas-habitats
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4. Results
A total of 18 video tows and associated (92) still images were analysed, from 18
stations. The video quality was ‘good’ at 13 stations and ‘poor’ at five stations where
the tidal current caused the video footage to be fast moving. Still imagery quality
ranged from ‘good’ (90) to ‘poor’ (2) with reduction in quality scores due to lighting
or turbid water. A minimum of one video tow and five stills were analysed for each
station.
Figure 5 shows the location of the video samples for which data were collected during
the survey.
The imagery has been reviewed and selected still images are shown in Appendix A,
with associated data shown in Appendix B.
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Figure 5.
Location of video stations surveyed within Shapinsay to Orkney Mainland cable route, 30th June – 4th July 2021, with station numbers shown along with start and
end locations of each video ‘tow’
ENVISION
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4.1. Shapinsay to Orkney Mainland Area General Description
The results from DDV show an area of sediment with macroalgae at the Mainland
inshore area of the cable corridor which extends to a depth of approximately 10
metres after which the samples show an area of maerl before the central section of
the cable corridor. Within the central section between 20-30m there is a mixed
substrate habitat inhabited by brittlestars and echinoderms and a faunal turf. An area
of coarse sediments with pink crusts, echinoderms and faunal turf then occurs before
the seabed shallows at the Shapinsay inshore area where kelp and rock is found with
patches of sediment.

4.2. Habitat/Biotope Allocation
A total of five habitats/biotopes were observed within the subtidal area surveyed by
DDV in the Shapinsay-Mainland cable corridor. All habitats/biotopes were found in
both the still images and the video footage. At one station (04), a habitat change along
the video tow resulted in imagery being split into two segments with different biotopes
allocated to each segment.
The biotope IR.MIR.KR.LhypT (Laminaria hyperborea on tide-swept, infralittoral rock)
is recorded at two sites where kelp (Laminaria hyperborea and Saccharina latissima)
were present and dominated by Laminaria hyperborea. The two species could not be
quantified as separate taxa due to overlapping fronds and cover so are recorded as
‘Laminariales’ within the quantitative data and taxon lists.
Brittlestar beds (SS.SMx.CMx.OphMx, Ophiothrix fragilis and/or Ophiocomina nigra
brittlestar beds on sublittoral mixed sediment) were recorded at four stations where
both species of brittlestars were present, but the majority dominated by Ophiothrix
fragilis, and interspersed with urchins (Echinus esculentus), anemones (Urticina) and
hydroid/bryozoan turf.
Maerl beds (SS.SMp.Mrl) were found at three stations, and Sublittoral macrophytedominated communities on sediments (SS.SMp) at five locations.
Five stations were recorded as Circalittoral coarse sediments (SS.SCS.CCS) with
calcareous pink algae and a faunal turf of hydroids and bryozoans along with
echinoderms (urchins, starfish and brittle stars) and the occasional anemone.
These habitats/biotopes identified are presented in Table 1 and example images shown
in Table 2, with the spatial distribution presented in Figure 6 and a summary of biotope,
habitats and conservation features in Table 3.
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Table 1. Habitat types identified from the video and still imagery analysis for Shapinsay to
Orkney Mainland cable route.
Biotope/Habitat
(MNCR Code)

EUNIS
Code

IR.MIR.KR.LhypT
SS.SCS.CCS
SS.SMx.CMx.OphMx

A3.212
A5.14

SS.SMp
SS.SMp.Mrl

A5.5
A5.51

A5.445

MNCR Classification
Laminaria hyperborea on tide-swept, infralittoral rock
Circalittoral coarse sediment
Ophiothrix fragilis and/or Ophiocomina nigra brittlestar beds on sublittoral mixed
sediment
Sublittoral macrophyte-dominated communities on sediments
Maerl beds

Table 2. Frame captures illustrating the biotope/habitats observed during analysis
IR.MIR.KR.LhypT

SS.SCS.CCS

SS.SMx.CMx.OphMx

SS.SMp

SS.SMp.Mrl
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Table 3.
Sample station information, EUNIS classification, broadscale habitat, MNCR code, PMFs and
presence of Annex 1 habitats for Shapinsay to Mainland Orkney cable route.
STN

11

01

Depth
(m)
13

EUNIS
Code
A5.5

02

18

A5.51

03

19

A5.51

04.1

6

A3.212

04.2

6

A5.5

05

4.7

A3.212

06

20.5

A5.14

07

27

A5.14

08

31

A5.445

09

28

A5.445

10

22.5

A5.51

11

7

A5.5

12

11

A5.5

13

26

A5.14

14

29

A5.14

15

23

A5.14

16

31

A5.445

17

30

A5.445

18

7

A5.5

Broadscale Habitat
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment
Moderate Energy
Infralittoral Rock
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment
Moderate Energy
Infralittoral Rock
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment

MNCR Biotope
Code
SS.SMp

PMF

Annex 1

SS.SMp.Mrl

Maerl bed

SS.SMp.Mrl

Maerl bed

IR.MIR.KR.LhypT

Kelp beds

LSIB11 Component
feature
LSIB Component
feature
Bedrock Reef Subfeature

SS.SMp
IR.MIR.KR.LhypT

Kelp bed

Bedrock Reef Subfeature

Maerl bed

LSIB Component
feature

SS.SCS.CCS
SS.SCS.CCS
SS.SMx.CMx.OphMx
SS.SMx.CMx.OphMx
SS.SMp.Mrl
SS.SMp
SS.SMp
SS.SCS.CCS
SS.SCS.CCS
SS.SCS.CCS
SS.SMx.CMx.OphMx
SS.SMx.CMx.OphMx
SS.SMp

Large shallow inlets and bays (LSIB)
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Figure 6.
Sampling stations surveyed
with drop-down video along
the proposed cable route
between ShapinsayMainland showing marine
habitats at each location
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4.3. Priority Marine Features
Two Priority Marine Features (PMFs) were found to occur with the ShapinsayMainland Orkney cable route. ‘Kelp Beds’, where observed in two stations close to
the Northern landfall at Shapinsay and ‘Maerl beds’ were found in three stations at
depths between 20-10 metres towards the southern end of the cable corridor (Figure
7).
No taxa were observed that could be considered a PMF species.

4.4. Annex 1 Features
Potential Annex 1 bedrock reef was present in two stations, as shown in Figure 8, and
the biotope (IR.MIR.KR.LhypT; Laminaria hyperborea on tide-swept, infralittoral rock)
which occurs at these stations is considered a sub-feature of Annex 1 bedrock reef.
Additionally, Maerl beds, which were found at three sample stations are considered
to be component features of Annex 1 Large Shallow Inlets and Bays (LSIB). No
biogenic or stony reef was recorded.
From the distribution of Annex 1 features and PMFs in Figure 9, the distribution of
these which occur within the sample stations is found to coincide with the known
distribution of these features. The southern landfall was expected to intersect with an
area of predicted Annex 1 bedrock reef but video stations show this as SS.SMp
(Sublittoral macrophyte-dominated communities on sediments).
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Figure 7.
Priority Marine Features
along the proposed cable
corridor within the
Shapinsay-Mainland cable
corridor
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Figure 8.
Annex 1 reef features
along the proposed cable
corridor within the
Shapinsay-Mainland cable
corridor
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Figure 9.
Shapinsay-Mainland cable
corridor with PMFs and
Annex 1 features from
video survey and existing
samples and distributions
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4.5. Reference Collection
A reference collection of still images from video footage has been compiled to produce
example imagery for the species/taxa observed: the collection includes 68 images of
68 taxa, and five images as examples of the five habitat/biotope types identified.
NB: Where taxon have been identified to a high taxonomic level (Family or higher)
then an example of that taxon has been provided e.g., Asteroidea. However, this
taxon can cover a wide range of species, and it should not be considered as the only
potential example.

4.6. Quality control of video and still analysis
Quality control (QC) was carried out on 100% of the annotations on the still images
with a second analyst reviewing the imagery and results. QC was carried out on 10%
of the videos (from two sample stations), and the results compared and reviewed by
both analysts. The degree of consistency in the results between the original analysers
and the QC analyser reflects a confidence in the quality of the analysis and full QC
details are provided in Appendix C.
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5. Summary
The objective of this survey was primarily to identify conspicuous fauna and substrate
types and record any Annex 1 habitats and other seabed features of conservation
importance. This was completed using underwater imagery, from DDV survey. Benthic
sampling was representative of the range of potential habitats in the area of interest,
identified using a structured sample plan. A total of 18 stations were surveyed.
Five biotopes/habitats were allocated to the DDV sample stations, including one
station with two biotopes/habitats allocated.
The habitats within the cable corridor show discrete distributions with kelp and algal
dominated sediments in the shallower areas with circalittoral mixed sediment with
pink crusts and epifaunal communities in deeper areas close to Shapinsay. The central
and deepest part of the cable corridor is occupied by brittlestar beds with a maerl bed
found between depths of 20-10m towards Mainland Orkney.
The imagery has been reviewed in order to identify any ‘features of conservation
importance or significance’ and two stations were found to have sub-features of Annex
1 Reef (bedrock) present, namely Laminaria hyperborea on tide-swept, infralittoral rock
with this biotope also considered a Priority Marine Feature, ’Kelp Beds’. ‘Maerl beds’
occurred at three stations which are identified as Priority Marine Features and a
component feature of the Annex 1 feature, Large shallow inlets and bays.
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6. Appendix A: Example images
Table 4.
Still video images from the 18 DDV stations located in the Shapinsay to Orkney Mainland
survey area
STN_01

STN_02

STN_03

STN_04.1

STN_04.2

STN_05
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STN_06

STN_07

STN_08

STN_09

STN_10

STN_11

STN_12

STN_13
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STN_15

STN_16

STN_17
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STN_18
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7. Appendix B: Data tables
Table 5.
Video station information for Shapinsay-Mainland Orkney route (Eastings and Northings provided in OSGB 1936, Latitudes and Longitudes provided in WGS 1984)
STN

Site

Easting
start

Northing
start

Latitude
start

Longitude
start

Easting
end

Northing
end

Latitude
end

Longitude
end

01

Shapinsay-Mainland

353233.22

1011819.04

58.991343

-2.813898

353278.75

1011711.40

58.990382

-2.813083

Depth
approx.
(m)
13.0

02

Shapinsay-Mainland

352775.37

1012003.17

58.992947

-2.821905

352873.94

1011934.78

58.992343

-2.820175

18.0

03

Shapinsay-Mainland

352722.42

1012168.25

58.994423

-2.822862

352679.29

1012103.27

58.993835

-2.823598

19.0

04.1

Shapinsay-Mainland

351562.24

1015405.63

59.023367

-2.843763

351624.29

1015406.73

59.022962

-2.844303

6.0

04.2

Shapinsay-Mainland

351624.29

1015406.73

59.022962

-2.844303

351520.15

1015346.03

59.022827

-2.844483

6.0

05

Shapinsay-Mainland

351728.45

1015405.39

59.023383

-2.840868

351716.53

1015294.74

59.022388

-2.841052

4.7

06

Shapinsay-Mainland

351499.33

1015038.77

59.020065

-2.844778

351546.09

1014906.97

59.018887

-2.843935

20.5

07

Shapinsay-Mainland

351360.72

1014650.79

59.016565

-2.847107

351379.61

1014502.64

59.015237

-2.846745

27.0

08

Shapinsay-Mainland

351729.48

1013524.07

59.006488

-2.840438

351878.37

1013525.73

59.006520

-2.837847

31.0

09

Shapinsay-Mainland

352346.36

1012903.37

59.000983

-2.829565

352386.78

1012803.95

59.000095

-2.828840

28.0

10

Shapinsay-Mainland

352791.79

1012318.65

58.995782

-2.821687

352724.36

1012263.06

58.995275

-2.822848

22.5

11

Shapinsay-Mainland

353161.86

1011394.36

58.987522

-2.815050

353094.99

1011291.99

58.986595

-2.816192

7.0

12

Shapinsay-Mainland

352910.08

1011570.03

58.989072

-2.819468

352925.51

1011422.49

58.987748

-2.819168

11.0

13

Shapinsay-Mainland

351389.97

1014164.74

59.012203

-2.846490

351384.62

1014007.06

59.010787

-2.846548

26.0

14

Shapinsay-Mainland

352757.24

1012670.58

58.998938

-2.822363

352749.59

1012601.64

58.998318

-2.822482

29.0

15

Shapinsay-Mainland

351612.06

1014772.89

59.017690

-2.842757

351615.18

1014640.89

59.016505

-2.842673

23.0

16

Shapinsay-Mainland

351758.02

1013372.83

59.005133

-2.839908

351928.62

1013364.38

59.005077

-2.836937

31.0

17

Shapinsay-Mainland

352164.91

1013264.92

59.004210

-2.832802

352375.16

1013240.97

59.004018

-2.829137

30.0

18

Shapinsay-Mainland

352835.84

1011483.72

58.988288

-2.820742

352833.25

1011374.44

58.987307

-2.820763

7.0
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Table 6.
Video station information for Shapinsay-Mainland route, EUNIS classification, broadscale habitat, MNCR code and description, PMF and presence of Annex 1 habitats,
comments
STN
01

Depth
(m)
13

EUNIS
Code
A5.5

Broadscale
Habitat
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment

MNCR Biotope
Code
SS.SMp

02

18

A5.51

03

19

A5.51

Subtidal Coarse
Sediment

SS.SMp.Mrl

04.1

6

A3.212

Moderate Energy
Infralittoral Rock

IR.MIR.KR.LhypT

04.2

6

A5.5

SS.SMp

05

4.7

A3.212

Subtidal Coarse
Sediment
Moderate Energy
Infralittoral Rock

06

20.5

A5.14

Subtidal Coarse
Sediment

SS.SCS.CCS

ENVISION

SS.SMp.Mrl

IR.MIR.KR.LhypT

Description
Sand with macroalgae, starfish
and hermit crabs
Sediment with dense maerl,
macroalgae, kelp and hermit
crabs
Sediment with shell, dense
maerl, macroalgae, hydrozoa
and starfish
Dense kelp on cobbles with
macroalgae and encrusting
species

Sand and gravel with macroalgae
and gastropods
Dense kelp on cobbles with
macroalgae and gastropods

PMF

Annex 1

Maerl
bed

LSIB
Component
feature
LSIB
Component
feature
Bedrock Reef
Sub-feature

Maerl
bed
Kelp bed

Kelp bed

Bedrock Reef
Sub-feature

Sand and gravel with some
cobbles, hydroids, crabs with
turf species
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Comments

00:03:00 to
00:03:54 brought to
surface to
remove kelp

00:03:00 to
00:04:00
covered by
kelp
SS.SCS but
with hydroid
component.
Too fast at
times.
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EUNIS
Code
A5.14

Broadscale
Habitat
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment

MNCR Biotope
Code
SS.SCS.CCS

Description

07

Depth
(m)
27

08

31

A5.445

SS.SMx.CMx.OphMx

09

28

A5.445

10

22.5

A5.51

Subtidal Coarse
Sediment
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment

Dense brittlestars with turf
species and echinus
Dense brittlestars with turf
species and echinus
Dense maerl with some Flustra,
starfish and some turf species

11

7

A5.5

Subtidal Coarse
Sediment

SS.SMp

12

11

A5.5

Subtidal Coarse
Sediment

SS.SMp

13

26

A5.14

Subtidal Coarse
Sediment

SS.SCS.CCS

14

29

A5.14

Subtidal Coarse
Sediment

SS.SCS.CCS

15

23

A5.14

Subtidal Coarse
Sediment

SS.SCS.CCS

ENVISION

SS.SMx.CMx.OphMx
SS.SMp.Mrl

PMF

Annex 1

Comments
SS.SCS but
with hydroid
component.
Too fast at
times

Sand and gravel with Flustra,
echinus and hydroids

Maerl
bed

LSIB
Component
feature
Numerous
burrows at
end

Sand and shell with casts, kelp
and macroalgae, sabellid worms,
gastropods, crabs, bivalve
siphons
Sand and shell with kelp and
macroalgae, hermit crabs,
starfish, gastropods, sabellid
worms
Gravel with dense empty shells,
urchins, hermit crabs, pink
crusts, sparse brittle stars and
mussels
Cobbles, pebbles, shelly gravel,
crust/turf taxa, urchins, starfish
crustacea, bivalves
Gravel, cobbles, pebbles,
boulders, crusts and turf,
hydroids, crabs, starfish, urchins

Fast at times
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16

Depth
(m)
31

EUNIS
Code
A5.445

Broadscale
Habitat
Subtidal Coarse
Sediment

MNCR Biotope
Code
SS.SMx.CMx.OphMx

17

30

A5.445

Subtidal Coarse
Sediment

SS.SMx.CMx.OphMx

18

7

A5.5

Subtidal Coarse
Sediment

SS.SMp

ENVISION

Description

PMF

Annex 1

Comments
Fast at times

Cobbles, boulders, pebbles,
gravel, brittle stars, faunal turf,
urchins, mussels, anemones,
crabs
Shell, cobbles, pebbles, gravel
brittle stars, faunal turf, urchins,
mussels, crabs, echinoderms
Sand with some shell,
macroalgae, starfish, hermit
crabs, crabs, gastropods, tube
worms, small fish

Fast at times

Green hue to
footage
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STN16

STN17

1

1

2

3

3

Adamsia palliata

1

Aequipecten opercularis

3

Alcyonidium diaphanum

0-<1%

Alcyonium digitatum

<1%

Anomiiidae

3

1

3

1

Aplysia

2

1

Ascidiacea colonial

<1%

Ascidiacea solitary

1
4

2

Asteroidea

<1%

1

4

4

2

1
3

2

4

1

Brachyura

1

2

1

Buccinidae

1

1

4

Bivalvia

1-4%
45

Anthozoa

Asterias rubens

1

1

1

6

2

1

3

2

1

8

3

2

8

3

3
2

2

2

1

1

10

Callionymidae

1

Calliostoma

3

1

1

2

1
6

1

2

1

1

Cancer pagurus

1

Caryophyllia

1
6

1

10

64

3

Ceriantharia

1

Cirripedia

<1%

Crossaster papposus
Decapoda

ENVISION

5

1

1

1
1

1
1

2

Burrows

Casts

STN18

STN15

2

STN14

STN12

STN11

STN10

STN09

STN08

1

STN13

Actiniaria

STN07

STN06

STN05

STN04.2

STN04.1

STN03

STN02

Species (or common name)

STN01

Table 7.
Abundance of taxa identified at each DDV station

1
1

3

<1%

<1%

1
2

1

4

<1%

4

3

3

2

1

3

<1%
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2
2

3

1-4%

1-4%

<1%

49

32

10

48

68

<1%

<1%

1-4%

5-9%

1-4%

6

Echinus esculentus

1

Flustra foliacea

<1%

Gastropoda

2

17

4

47

2

2

1

2

2

Henricia
1

Hydrozoa

<1%

<1%

<1%

Inachidae

1

Kelp crust

<1%

<1%

<1%

Campanulariidae

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

40-79%

40-79%

2
<1%

1-4%

1

Laminariales
Liocarcinus deperator

<1%

1

1

<1%

1-4%

2

2

1

<1%

1

<1%

1

<1%

1

<1%
20-39%
<1%
5-9%

1-4%

5-9%

1-4%

1-4%

1-4%

5-9%

5-9%

<1%

5-9%

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

5-9%

1-4%

<1%

1-4%

<1%

1-4%

1-4%

<1%

1-4%

1-4%

5-9%

<1%

1-4%

1-4%

Macroalgae Rope-like

1-4%

<1%

Macroalgae Sheet-like Membranous

1-4%

1-4%

<1%

5-9%

Macroalgae Turf

<1%

5-9%

1-4%

5-9%

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

1-4%

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

1-4%

1-4%

40-79% 40-79%

Membraniporoidea

<1%
1-4%

Macroalgae Inflated

<1%

5-9%

5-9%

20-39%
1-4%

1-4%

<1%

<1%

<1%
<1%

<1%

<1%

Necora puber

<1%

<1%

<1%

1

Nemertesia antennina

<1%
1-4%

5-9%

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

1-4%

1
80-100% 80-100%

1-4%
5-9%

40-79%

Modiolus modioulus
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1

1

Macroalgae Filamentous

Ophiuroidea

3
1-4%

2

Macroalgae Encrusting Red Calcareous

Nudibranchia

3
1-4%

<1%

Macroalgae

Nemertesia ramosa

5-9%

<1%

Luidia ciliaris

Maerl

1

1

Holothuroidea

Macroalgae Branching

STN18

<1%

STN17

<1%

STN16

3

STN15

STN10

27

STN14

STN09

88

Echinoidea

STN13

STN08

14

STN12

STN07

7

STN11

STN06

STN05

STN04.2
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STN07

STN08

STN09

STN10
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STN13

STN14

STN15

STN16

STN17

STN18

STN05

STN04.2

STN04.1

2

STN03

2
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9

17

4

10

4

1

17

16

5

4

1

8

8

Pagurus prideaux

1

Pectinidae

1

Pisces

2

5

1

1

1

1

3

8

1

2
1

1

11

5

1-4%

1-4%

1

5

1

2

2

Porania pulvillus

1

Sabellidae

2

Saccharina

1-4%

Serpulidae
Terebellidae

1
40-79%

<1%

40-79%

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

1

1

6

1

4

14

1

5

6

4

2

1

1

5

1

1

1

<1%

<1%

5

1-4%

<1%
<1%

1-4%
<1%

<1%
1

Uncertain Biota B_egg cases

<1%

Uncertain Biota D_bivalve siphons
Uncertain Biota E_retracting tentacles

3

Unidentifiable Crust
Unidentifiable Turf
Urticina
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<1%
<1%

1-4%

<1%
1-4%

<1%

1-4%

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

1-4%

1-4%

5-9%

5-9%

10-19% 10-19%

<1%

1-4%

1-4%

<1%

1-4%

5-9%

1
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8. Appendix C: Quality Control of Imagery
Analysis
The degree of consistency in the results between the original analysers and the QC
analyser reflects a confidence in the quality of the analysis. Where there were
discrepancies between the conclusions of the original analyst and the QC analyst with
regard to the video clips and still images, the issues were explored and are discussed
below. The checks and amendments made during the QC of the BIIGLE analysis are
recorded in a spreadsheet detailing all QC procedures.

8.1.1.

Still Imagery

Quality control (QC) was carried out on 100% of the annotations on the still images
with a second analyst reviewing the imagery and results within BIIGLE, and using the
LARGO function (Label Review Grid Overview). LARGO12 allows annotations with
the same annotation label to be viewed as thumbnails in a regular grid, which can then
be selected to change labels, attach new labels or delete labels more efficiently.
Substrate composition was reviewed for different analysts and results were consistent
for the majority of still imagery.

8.1.2.

Video Imagery

QC was carried out on 10% of the videos (from two sample stations), and the results
compared and reviewed by both analysts.

8.1.3.

Discrepancies

The majority of discrepancies in the video analysis were with taxa of a small size or a
cryptic nature, which meant they could be missed during faster moving sections of
video, or imagery of lower quality. Examples of such taxa were small and uncertain
gastropods, topshells and hermit crabs, fish and some anemones. There were also
occasional differences in percentage cover for unidentifiable turf, unidentifiable crust
and macroalgae turf between analysts, of which did not ever differ by more than one
SACFOR category. A potential overlap for macroalgae turf, filamentous macroalgae
and unidentifiable turf was identified.
With the imagery in general, there were also some discrepancies uncertain views of
encrusting/colonial fauna (e.g. sponges, egg cases, coralline algal crusts). This may have
also resulted in minor discrepancies, with some of these being included within the
‘faunal crust’. There was also potential overlap between Hydrozoa and unidentifiable
turfs.

12

https://biigle.de/manual/tutorials/largo/largo
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1. Introduction
A cable route has been proposed between Shapinsay and Orkney Mainland, as part of
a programme to update the telecommunications infrastructure for islands around
Scotland. Marine licence applications are to be submitted and appropriate
environmental parameters assessed as part of this application.

1.1. Priority Marine Features and Annex 1 Habitats
The cable corridor does not intersect with any Marine Protected Areas, but passes
through areas previously identified as potential Annex 1 Reef features and also covers
areas where the Priority Marine Features (PMFs) of ‘kelp and seaweed communities’
and ‘Maerl beds’ were recorded. Horse mussels (Modiolus modiolus) have also been
recorded to either side of the central section of the corridor (Figure 1). In order to
support the marine licence application, a survey of the marine environment was
undertaken by ENVISION using a drop-down video (DDV) system (Envision, 2021b),
and multibeam bathymetry and sidescan data were also collected from the cable
corridor (Fugro, 2021).
In order to map the distribution of habitats and features of conservation interest and
inform decisions on cable routes, the results from the benthic surveys will be used to
ground truth the geophysical data to produce benthic habitat maps and assess the
distribution of any PMFs or Annex I habitats, as described in this report.
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Figure 1.
Location of the proposed cable route, Shapinsay to Orkney Mainland, with existing Annex 1/Priority Marine Features (PMF) records.

1.2. Sample Planning
Sampling was planned (Envision, 2021a) by reviewing the available data within UK,
Scottish and European data centres. These data consisted of existing sample data and
habitat maps, which have been collated nationally, and have been plotted and referred
to when planning sample location and distributions. Samples were selected using a
pattern which was adapted to ensure that:
1. The samples were representative of the range of potential habitats and
acoustic ground types in the area of interest.
2. The samples were focused on potentially important habitats.
3. The samples were geographically spread to be representative.
4. The samples were located to assess the level of spatial heterogeneity of a
habitat.
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2. Habitat Mapping
The overarching strategy for interpretation of the available data is to combine
information from the geophysical data with the benthic sample data using geostatistical
processing and spatial statistical analysis. This process uses the sample data to ‘ground
truth’ the geophysical data, a strategy which is described in the Mapping European
Seabed Habitats (MESH) documentation from which Figure 2 is taken (MESH, 2008).
The existing geophysical data require processing prior to integration so that the data
are spatially coincident, at identical spatial resolutions and in a suitable format for the
mathematical analyses. The main outputs are descriptions of habitats and distribution
maps.
Figure 2.
A flow chart of the main stages
in making a habitat map by
integrating sample data and
full coverage physical data.

Several approaches have been used to map the area, and the resultant maps from each
assessed to determine which habitat map best represents the distribution of habitats
from sample data.

2.1. Data Used Within Mapping Methods
2.1.1. Geophysical Data & Derivatives
The geophysical data collected during summer 2021 (Fugro, 2021) on behalf of Global
Marine Group for the Shapinsay-Orkney Mainland cable route have been analysed
within this report. Of the data available, both the bathymetry and sidescan data are
suitable for habitat mapping, supported by rugosity and slope information which is a
derivative of the bathymetric data (Figures 3 to 7).
Bathymetry was used as gridded data at a resolution of 0.25m, with sidescan mosaiced
at 0.1m resolution. In addition to detailing the depth of the seafloor, bathymetry can
be used to derive other parameters such as slope and an index of rugosity which can
highlight where the seabed is variable in nature. All data were processed at a consistent
final resolution of 1m.
Seabed terrain heterogeneity (rugosity) can indicate the complexity of a habitat and is
known to be correlated to distribution of benthic fauna (Tappin et al., 2010). Rugosity
was calculated using a terrain ruggedness index which produces gridded data suitable
for analysis. Another derivative from bathymetry is slope, which has been
demonstrated to act as a significant predictor in benthic species distribution models
(Wilson et al., 2007). Other derivatives such as aspect and curvature were not used
as these are correlated to other variables and can overly influence the mapping
process.
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Figure 3.
Bathymetry of the
ShapinsayOrkney Mainland
cable route.
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Figure 4.
Rugosity derived
from
bathymetric
data for the
ShapinsayOrkney
Mainland cable
route.
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Figure 5.
Slope data
derived from
bathymetric data
for the ShapinsayOrkney Mainland
cable route.
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Figure 6.
Sidescan data for
the ShapinsayOrkney Mainland
cable route.
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Figure 7.
Sidescan
variability data for
the ShapinsayOrkney Mainland
cable route.
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2.1.2. Sample Data
Sample data from stations within the Shapinsay-Orkney Mainland cable route include
DDV samples collected as part of the benthic assessment surveys (ENVISION, 2021b),
with habitats/biotopes attributed to each sample following analysis.
All samples were attributed to a European Nature Information System (EUNIS) marine
habitat category and a Marine Nature Conservation Review (MNCR) habitat/biotope
code with the marine habitat categories shown in Table 1 below, and their distribution
presented in Figure 8.
Table 1.
Marine habitat categories used with the mapping process
EUNIS
Code
A3.212
A5.14
A5.445
A5.5
A5.51

ENVISION

Biotope/Habitat
(MNCR Code)
IR.MIR.KR.LhypT
SS.SCS.CCS
SS.SMx.CMx.OphMx
SS.SMp
SS.SMp.Mrl

MNCR Habitat/Biotope Description
Laminaria hyperborea on tide-swept, infralittoral
rock
Circalittoral coarse sediment
Ophiothrix fragilis and/or Ophiocomina nigra
brittlestar beds on sublittoral mixed sediment
Sublittoral macrophyte-dominated
communities on sediments
Maerl beds
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Figure 8.
Proposed cable route between Shapinsay-Orkney Mainland, showing marine habitats recorded at each survey sample location.

2.1.3. Priority Marine Features
Two Priority Marine Features (PMFs) were found to occur with the Shapinsay-Orkney
Mainland cable route. ‘Kelp Beds’, where observed in two stations close to the
Northern landfall at Shapinsay and ‘Maerl beds’ were found in three stations at depths
between 20-10 metres towards the southern end of the cable corridor (Figure 9). No
taxa were observed that could be considered a PMF species.

2.1.4. Annex 1 Features
Potential Annex 1 bedrock reef was present in two stations, shown in Figure 9, as the
biotope (IR.MIR.KR.LhypT; Laminaria hyperborea on tide-swept, infralittoral rock)
which occurs at these stations is considered a sub-feature of Annex 1 bedrock reef.
Additionally, Maerl beds, which were found at three sample stations are considered
to be component features of Annex 1 Large Shallow Inlets and Bays (LSIB). No
biogenic or stony reef was recorded.
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Figure 9.
Shapinsay-Orkney Mainland cable corridor with PMFs and Annex 1 features from DDV survey and existing samples and distributions.

2.2. Integration of Sample and Physical Data for Mapping
The ground truth point data were buffered to create a training area of 10m radius
around each point and these areas associated with the appropriate habitat category.
The integration analysis was performed in the GIS and image processing software and
the training areas were used to extract values from each of the geophysical layers that
could be associated with the biological habitat classes. These values were used to
create a statistical ‘signature’ for each class with these signatures then applied to the
whole geophysical data set. A schematic diagram illustrating the main stages in the
analytical process is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10.
Schematic diagram outlining
the main stages in the
modelling of the distribution of
biotas classes.

2.2.1. Mapping Processes
Several mapping processes and classification techniques were investigated to produce
habitat distribution maps. Maximum likelihood classification, and Maximum entropy
classification processes produced outputs with low accuracy and overrepresented or
underrepresented several of the mapping categories. The machine learning tool
‘Random forest classification’ within ‘Vision using Generic Algorithms’ (VIGRA), was
selected to produce the habitat maps as this provided a relatively high accuracy output.
Random forest classification is an ensemble algorithm, which creates multiple decision
trees from a randomly selected subset of the training areas, and the outputs from each
decision tree are then evaluated to determine the final habitat class to be mapped
based upon the average value or majority class from all the decision trees generated.

2.2.2. Accuracy Assessment
The habitat distribution maps were assessed using an accuracy assessment where the
resulting maps are tested against the sample point data to assess the success of the
mapping process. Ideally an independent sample data set can be used to perform an
accuracy assessment, but this is not practical in all cases therefore reliance is placed
on internal accuracy only.
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3. Habitat Maps
Habitat maps were produced for the subtidal area of the Shapinsay-Orkney Mainland
cable corridor (Figure 11). Whilst LIDAR data was available for intertidal areas,
sidescan data was not available. Therefore, this area could not be incorporated in the
mapping process.
From the interpretation process, predicted distribution of the habitats within the
Shapinsay-Orkney Mainland cable corridor are as suggested from the DDV results
described in the benthic assessment report (Envision, 2021b). Habitats are distributed
throughout the cable corridor crossing east-west and are likely to be driven by
increasing depths and tidal currents in the centre of the channel between Shapinsay
and Orkney Mainland.
Kelp and rock habitats (IR.MIR.KR.LhypT) are predicted at the inshore ends of the
cable corridor in the areas closest to shore, with areas of sediment where macroalgae
is the dominant epifauna (SS.SMp) found with increasing depth/distance from shore.
Towards the southern end of the corridor, a band of maerl (SS.SMp.Mrl) then occurs
in patchy distribution with the macroalgae dominated sediments, before the central
area of the channel. Within the central section of the cable corridor, below 20m,
coarse sediments (SS.SCS.CCS) with pink crusts, echinoderms and faunal turf are
predicted to occur. At the deepest part of the route, a mixed substrate habitat
(SS.SMx.CMx.OphMx) inhabited by brittlestars, echinoderms and a faunal turf is
present, which also occurs in a habitat mosaic with the coarse sediments
(SS.SCS.CCS).
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Figure 11.
Predicted
distribution of
habitats/biotopes
for the ShapinsayOrkney Mainland
cable corridor.
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3.1. Confidence
Confidence in the map has been assessed in several ways: a confidence score following
the MESH confidence assessment method, a JNCC confidence assessment method
(Lillis 2016) and an accuracy assessment.

3.1.1. Confidence Scores

Remote Positioning

Remote Stds Applied

Remote Vintage

BGT Technique

PGT Technique

GT Positioning

GT Density

GT Standards Applied

GT Vintage

GT Interpretation

Remote Interpretation

Detail Level

Map Accuracy

Remote score

GT score

3

3

3

3

2

2

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

100

85

100

The confidence of the habitat map was scored as 4 (out of 4) using the Lillis (2016)
method.
Remote Sensing
Coverage

Distinctness
of
class boundaries

Amount
sampling

2

1

1

of

Total Score

4

3.1.2. Accuracy Assessment
The accuracy assessment for the habitat map does show that each sample point used
for the classification falls within the same habitat class to which it belongs. This 100%
accuracy can be caused by the classification algorithm used as it does bias the
distribution of habitats towards the sample data and confidence scores are more likely
a better estimate of the confidence within the map.
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3

Interpretation score

Remote Technique

The MESH confidence assessment scoresheet was used to determine a confidence
score of 95.
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4. Environmentally Significant Habitats
4.1. PMFs and Annex 1 Habitats
Two Priority Marine Features (PMFs) were found to occur with the Shapinsay-Orkney
Mainland cable route: ‘Kelp Beds’ and ‘Maerl Beds’. The predicted distribution of these
PMFs are discussed in greater detail in the following sections.
Potential Annex 1 bedrock reef was also recorded within the cable corridor, as the
biotope associated with kelp beds is also considered a sub-feature of Annex 1 bedrock
reef. Additionally, maerl beds are considered to be component features of Annex 1
Large Shallow Inlets and Bays (LSIB).

4.1.1. Kelp and Annex 1 Reef
Kelp beds and potential Annex 1 bedrock reef, which are present where the biotope
‘Laminaria hyperborea’ on tide-swept, infralittoral rock’ (IR.MIR.KR.LhypT) is recorded,
are predicted to occur in both nearshore areas of the cable corridor, closest to the
shore, adjacent to areas of sediment and macroalgae (Figure 12).
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Figure 12.
Predicted
distribution of
kelp beds
PMF/potential
Annex 1 bedrock
reef sub-feature
in ShapinsayOrkney Mainland
cable corridor.
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4.1.2. Maerl and LSIB Component Features
An area of maerl is predicted to occur between approximately 10-20m depth in the
southern section of the cable corridor (Figure 13), and occurs in a patchy distribution
with sand/coarse sediment dominated by macroalgae (SS.SMp) closer to shore. In
deeper areas, near the 20m depth contour, the maerl is predicted to occur in a more
consistent band across the cable route.
The predicted distribution of the ‘Maerl Beds’ feature is shown in more detail in Figure
14, and the bathymetry and sidescan data supporting the mapping are shown in Figure
15 and Figure 16, respectively. Maerl beds are considered to be component features
of Annex 1 Large Shallow Inlets and Bays (LSIB), which is also therefore represented
by this area of habitat.
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Figure 13.
Predicted
distribution of
Maerl Beds
PMF/Annex 1
LSIB component
feature for the
Shapinsay-Orkney
Mainland cable
corridor.
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Figure 14.
Predicted
distribution (finer
scale) of Maerl
Beds PMF/Annex
1 LSIB
component
feature for the
Shapinsay-Orkney
Mainland cable
corridor.
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Figure 15.
Bathymetry
underlying the
Maerl Beds
PMF/Annex 1
LSIB component
feature for the
Shapinsay-Orkney
Mainland cable
corridor.
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Figure 16.
Sidescan
underlying the
Maerl Beds
PMF/Annex 1
LSIB component
feature for the
Shapinsay-Orkney
Mainland cable
corridor.
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